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ABSTRACT 

 Phosphoryl transfer is ubiquitous in biology. Defects in the enzymes that catalyze 

such transfer upset normal cellular energy metabolism, motility and the generation of 

transmembrane potentials. In “high energy” phosphoanhydride bonds, such as those in 

ATP and GTP, computational evidence has emerged showing a dependence of 

phosphoanhydride bond energy and reactivity on the anomeric effect. The hypothesis 

guiding this dissertation research is that enzymes have evolved to take advantage of an 

intrinsic anomeric effect in nucleotide ligands to drive catalysis.  

 The first section addresses how enzymes might modulate the anomeric effect for 

catalytic gain. The potential impact of hydrogen bonding from neighboring molecules is 

calculated using high level quantum mechanical analysis. It is found that hydrogen bonds 

between water and the terminal phosphoryl group of an ATP analog induce a reduction in 

the anomeric effect and a shortening/strengthening of the scissile phosphoanhydride 

bond. Although the anomeric effect requires strict orbital alignments, geometrical 

requirements for hydrogen bonds are minimal.  Thus a larger array of interactions than 

previously thought has the potential to modulate the strength of the scissile bond. 

 The second part of the dissertation addresses whether enzymes have evolved the 

potential to modulate bond strength through the anomeric effect. A top-down analysis of 

protein Data Bank structures was performed to examine active site interactions that might 

be prevalent in phosphoryl transfer enzymes, the hypothesis being that these enzymes 

might have interactions that would optimize hyperconjugation. The database survey 

highlighted several key interaction patterns. Particularly abundant in phosphoryl transfer 
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enzymes, were hydrogen bonds with the bridging oxygen of the scissile 

phosphoanhydride bond. Computation shows these interactions elongate the scissile bond 

by enhancing the anomeric effect. Experimental mutagenesis against highlighted 

interactions in arginine kinase resulted in a 100-fold decrease in catalytic rate, providing 

both evidence for a relationship between the anomeric effect and catalytic rate and 

support for the theory that the anomeric effect is a factor in AK catalysis.  

 There is increasing appreciation that enzymes can employ multiple mechanisms 

of rate enhancement.  This dissertation research uncovered a hitherto overlooked 

mechanism to accelerate phosphoryl transfer that has not yet proven to be the dominant 

means of rate enhancement in any enzyme, but appears to be an important component in 

many enzymes, establishing a common denominator between families of enzymes that 

were previously thought to operate with quite distinct mechanisms of action. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Phosphoryl transfer enzyme catalysis in Arginine kinase – Catalysis of reactions 

involving high energy phosphoanhydride bonds, such as those in ATP, is central to most 

cellular processes. Defects in catalysis of phosphoanhydride bonds can lead to life-

threatening conditions.1 

Creatine kinase, found in metazoa, buffers ATP levels in myocytes, neurons and 

other cells. Creatine kinase carries out a bimolecular reaction where a phosphate from 

ATP is reversibly transferred to creatine to make ADP and phosphocreatine. Although 

this is an unfavorable reaction (equilibrium constant of 0.012 at pH 7.4 with 1 mM free 

Mg2+), the high MgATP/MgADP ratio in resting muscle allows build up of a creatine 

phosphate/creatine ratio of ~2, so that MgATP, depleted by muscle contraction, can be 

rapidly regenerated by creatine kinase.2 Due to their importance in cell function, 

phosphogen kinases such as creatine kinase, have been classic enzymological models of 

multisubstrate reactions.3  

 Arginine kinase is an invertebrate homolog of creatine kinase that catalyzes 

transfer of the terminal phosphate of ATP to arginine, creating phosphoarginine and 

ADP. Arginine kinase is active as a monomer, making it particularly amenable to 

biophysical and biochemical characterization relative to creatine kinase (dimer or 

octamer). Arginine kinase shares the same catalytic mechanism and conserved active site 

features as creatine kinase 4,5, making it an optimal model for study of bimolecular 

transferase catalysis. 

 Early mechanistic proposals focused on general base catalysis, in which the 

substrate arginine would be deprotonated prior to its attack on the ATP. A 1.2 Å 
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transition state analog complex of arginine kinase showed only two glutamate residues 

sufficiently close to the arginine substrate and not the histidine implicated as the catalytic 

base by pH-dependent studies .6 The pK of Glu suggested that glutamates would be most 

effective in proton abstraction after formation of the new N—P bond, rather than before, 

as had been presumed for the suggested histidine.  However, mutagenesis of the 

glutamates showed that at most they played an accessory role in catalysis.7 It was 

concluded that the Glu residues might also be important for proper alignment of 

substrates. Further mutagenesis work on active site residues in arginine kinase pointed to 

a Cys thiolate as potentially important for electrostatic stabilization of the transition 

state.8  

 A search commenced to identify additional factors to more fully account for 

overall catalytic enhancement. Initial efforts were focused on the chemistry of 

phosphates, to gain insights into how enzymes may manipulate nucleotide chemistry to 

achieve catalysis.  

 

Figure 1. Phosphoryl transfer. Arrows indicate transfer of electrons. The scissile bond is 

shown with a red asterisks 

 Chemistry of phosphoryl transfer in solution – Phosphates undergo nucelophilic 

displacement reactions where a nucleophile; a water in hydrolysis reactions and another 

substrate in phosphoryl transfer, attacks at the electropositive phosphate atom. Electrons 

from the scissile O―P bond are transferred to the (previously) bridging oxygen upon 
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bond cleavage and the phosphate is displaced from the R―O leaving group (Figure 1). 

 Nucelophilic displacement reactions generally require a good leaving group. 

Synthetic organic chemists commonly use chlorides, bromides, tosylates or triflates 

however, they almost never use the weaker phosphate leaving groups that are common in 

nature.9 Before considering the details of catalysis, we might ask why phosphates are so 

ubiquitous in biochemistry, particularly when far better leaving groups for nucleophilic 

substitution are available?9 Westheimer points to several chemical characteristics;9 1) The 

low pka of phosphates keeps them in ionized form at cellular pH, thus preventing 

significant loss through the cell membrane; 2) The unique chemistry of phosphates makes 

them stable in solution while at the same time being susceptible to incredible rate 

enhancement by enzymes. Phosphoryl transfer in solution has a general rate constant of 

approximately 109 to 1012 fold less than enzyme-catalyzed reactions,9 allowing the body 

to safely transport phosphates and activate them when necessary.  This property, often 

referred to a kinetic stability coupled with thermodynamic instability, 10 is critical for 

integrity of our genetic material, distribution of metabolites throughout the cell, and the 

cell’s use of phosphate groups as key signaling factors. It is thought that the negative 

charges on phosphates partially prevent nucelophilic attack by waters in solution.11  

While phosphates must remain intact in a solution environment so too must they 

retain attributes that may be manipulated by enzymes to enhance reaction rates. What 

properties of phosphates make them ideal for enzymatic rate enhancement? The answer 

to this question may lay in the chemistry of the “high energy” phosphoanhydride bonds.   

 The reactivity of high energy bonds – High-energy bonds are those that release 

substantial free energy upon hydrolysis (ΔG°’ < -25 kJ/mol). As detailed below, three 
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factors are usually cited in the high energy character of these bonds: differences in 

solvation, competing resonance and electrostatic repulsion.12  By differential solvation, it 

is meant that the hydrolysis products can be solvated more favorably than the reactant 

phosphoanahydride. In competing resonance theory, the hydrolyzed products have fewer 

bonding orbitals competing for lone pair electrons than does the phosphoanhydride 

reactant, where the lone pairs on the bridging oxygen are drawn to both phosphate groups 

(Figure 2). Thus, the phosphoanhydride is destabilized relative to the hydrolyzed 

products.  Electrostatic repulsion occurs between adjacent negatively charged phosphates. 

It is also thought the profusion of electron density associated with the phosphoryl groups 

allows for large differentials in electrostatic stabilization, making it possible for enzymes 

to fine tune reaction paths with only slight changes to active site environment.13 

 

Figure 2. Competing resonance a) Competition between multiple potential resonance 

structures is destabilizing for the molecule. b) The more stable products of the hydrolysis 

reaction allow for greater total resonance. 

 Although these explanations appear to provide a qualitative rationale for the 

reactivity of ATP, they fail to fully explain the reactivity of other high energy 

compounds. For example, in phosphoguanidino compounds such as phosphoarginine and 
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phosphocreatine, the hydrolysis products are oppositely charged (Figure 3), i.e. attractive, 

so charge repulsion is not a factor even though the enthalpies of hydrolysis are 

commensurate with those of nucleotides.  Furthermore, competing resonance has been 

shown to be only a minor contributor to the energy.14 Such shortfalls in our 

understanding prompted a search for missing components to explain the high energy 

character of these bonds. It was found that stereoelectronics, as discussed below, can 

account for high energy bond reactivity in a broad range of compounds.14,15   

 

Figure 3. Structures of phosphocreatine, phosphoarginine and ATP. The high energy 

bond is shown in red. 

 The anomeric effect – Stereoelectronic effects are defined as the effects of 

electronic structure on the reactivity and physical properties of a molecule.  Interactions 

between atomic and molecular orbitals can drive preferences in conformation, resonance 

structure and transition states, leading to distinct reaction selectivities.16 
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 The anomeric effect is the transfer of electron density from a lone pair or bonding 

orbital into an anti-bonding orbital of another bond.  The anomeric effect is a type of 

stereoelectronic effect where the conformational energy depends upon the alignment of 

orbitals for a favorable interaction.16 It was first recognized by J.T. Edward in 1955 and 

R.U. Lemieux in 1958 as a determinant of the configuration of hydroxyl groups in 

sugars.17,18 For example, β-D-glucopyranose prefers an axial orientation rather than the 

less hindered equatorial orientation that would be otherwise expected (Figure 4). In the 

favored configuration, the oxygen lone pair orbital (n) is anti-periplanar relative to the 

hydroxyl, and therefore cis and overlapping with the hydroxyl antibonding orbital (σ*), 

establishing a favorable electronic interaction.19 In addition to favoring this conformer, 

the anomeric interaction leads to a weakening / lengthening of the C—OH bond.  

 

Figure 4. a) The oxygen lone pair orbital is anti-periplanar relative to the hydroxyl, and 

therefore adjacent to and overlapping its antibonding orbital (σ*), establishing a 

favorable electronic interaction. b) Newman projection where stereochemical 

arrangements corresponding to torsion angles of R and R’ between +/- 150º to 180º are 

called antiperiplanar. Figures adapted from IUPAC Compendium of Chemical 

Terminology. 
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In more recent times “anomeric effect” has been used in a more general context to 

refer to configuration dependent interactions between lone pair or bonding electrons with 

an aligned anti-bonding orbital (σ*) (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Rendering of the anomeric effect in a phosphate where electron density is 

transferred from the oxygen lone pair (n(O)) into the antibonding orbital of the O―P 

bond (σ*(O―P)). 

The potential for a large effect in phosphoryl transfer catalysis was realized as a 

possibility only after Gorenstein’s seminal work on a range of high energy compounds.20-

22 An important role for the anomeric effect was further established with this lab’s studies 

of high-energy phospho-metabolites.15 Here, high level quantum mechanical calculations 

on a series of 10 different phosphate-containing compounds showed that the energy and 

length of reactive O―P bonds are strongly correlated to the magnitude of anomeric 

interactions between phosphate oxygen lone pairs and an anti-bonding orbital (σ*) of 

O―P bonds. As the magnitude of anomeric interaction decreases, the bond is 

strengthened/shortened. The degree of anomeric interaction was also found to correlate 

strongly with experimental energies of hydrolysis supporting the proposed importance of 

the anomeric effect in reactions.  

 Little is known about the impact of environment on the anomeric effect. – If 

enzymes are to successfully modulate the anomeric effect for catalytic gain, the anomeric 
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effect itself must be mutable through interactions between a reactant and its environment. 

There is some evidence to suggest that this is the case. Precise IR experiments have 

demonstrated an increase in scissile O―P bond lengths in going from Water to DMSO.23 

This finding was supported by small molecule quantum studies.15 It was found that the 

more polar solvent reduces the anomeric effect, explaining both the calculated and 

experimentally observed changes in scissile bond length. Water was thought to sequester 

lone pair electron density making it unavailable for anomeric interactions.  

 As a water environment decreases scissile bond length and the anomeric effect, it 

follows that enzymes might mitigate the effects of solvent and might even enhance the 

anomeric effect above what could be expected in the gas phase. How enzymes enhance 

the anomeric effect over solution state level is not yet known.  

 Current understanding of phosphoryl transfer enzyme mechanisms – Much has 

been learned about enzyme-catalyzed phosphoryl transfer through the detailed study of 

individual enzymes. Frequently cited mechanisms include; a) positioning of substrates for 

phosphate transfer 24-29,  b) base-assisted activation of the nucleophile 30-34, c) activation 

of the electrophile 28,35-37 and finally d) electrostatic stabilization 27,33,37-40 of the 

transferring phosphate group (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6.  Frequently cited mechanisms of enzyme-catalyzed phosphoryl transfer. “A” 

represents the phosphoryl group acceptor and bars represent positively charged amino 

acid side chains. a) Pre-alignment of the phosphoryl group donor and acceptor,  brings 

the substrates into a near-attack configuration, reducing the free energy of attaining the 

transition state relative to free solution 41. b) A general base deprotonates the attacking 

nucleophile, activating it for attack on the γ-phosphate 12.  Metal cations may also 

polarize the nucleophile.   The γ-phosphate is also activated through withdrawal of 

electron density by c) metal ions or d) positively charged amino acids. Such interactions 

are also thought to help stabilize negative charge on the transferring phosphate group in 

the transition state. 

 Debate has continued over the role of base-assisted catalysis in various systems 

26,28,37,42 and there have been additional mechanisms proposed for specific enzyme types.  

Proton relays have been proposed, where the attacking water is deprotonated by another 

water distant from the nucleotide (Figure 7). 12,28,43,44 Substrate-assisted catalysis 42,45 in 
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conjunction with electrostatic stabilization of the transition state has been championed by 

the Warshel group in particular 46-48. Here the γ-phosphate itself acts as the general base. 

Finally neutralization of charge repulsion between reactants 28,39,43,49,50, strain of the β and 

γ phosphate groups to destabilize the nucleotide reactant 33,49,50 are also cited. 

 

Figure 7. Debate over the plausibility of base-assisted catalysis in several enzyme 

mechanisms sparked new proposals. In proton relay, a base (B) deprotonates the 

nucleophile water. The γ-phosphate deprotonates the water in substrate-assisted 

catalysis. Arrows are meant to indicate the general movement of electrons but do not 

represent the formal chemical reactions. 

  Phosphoryl transfer enzymes are a broad class within which several mechanisms 

may have evolved.  However, one is struck by the diversity in mechanistic proposals and 

the lack of consensus on elements of mechanism that might be shared between enzyme 

families.  
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 Phosphates such as ATP have unique chemistries; particularly striking are the 

extensive electron clouds surrounding the phosphoryl oxygens. In the proposed 

phosphoryl transfer mechanisms, little advantage is taken of specific phosphate chemical 

characteristics (one exception to this is electrostatic stabilization of the transition state46). 

It begs the question as to whether contributions to mechanism may have been overlooked 

because they did not have well established precedents in other enzymes. It is known that 

the extensive reserve of electron density in ATP leads to an exceptional anomeric effect. 

Here, it is proposed that the importance of ATP in biology stems from this property and 

that enzymes have evolved to take advantage of the anomeric effect for catalytic gain. 

 Evidence for the anomeric effect in Arginine kinase – Does the anomeric effect 

play a role in catalysis in arginine kinase (AK)? Unpublished work by a former graduate 

student in the Chapman lab investigated this question using computation.51 A simulation 

was designed using just the active site residues and (replacing the ADP and NO3 of the 

analog with substrate ATP). Interacting residues were removed (computationally) one-

by-one and then the energetics and geometry of the system recalculated. A strong 

correlation was found between the anomeric effect and the computed O―P bond lengths. 

These preliminary computations suggested that the enzyme could be modulating reaction 

chemistry through the anomeric effect.  
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Figure 8. Select residues in Arginine Kinase active site. Black dotted lines indicate the 

path of in-line phosphate transfer and red lines denote hydrogen bonds. 

 It was found that arginine residues R309 and R229 cause a shorter, more stable 

scissile O―P bond, yet other arginine residues cause a longer (Arg 126), less stable 

O―P bond. The location of R309 and R126 in relation to ligands in the TSA complex of 

arginine kinase (PDB ID 1M1552) are shown in Figure 8. In the TSA structure, the NO3 is 

an analog for the γ-phosphate group in its presumptive transition state position. Arg126 

makes one contact to the formerly bridging oxygen of the nucleotide and one contact to 

the γ-phosphate analog. Arg309 makes two contacts to the γ-phosphate analog. It was 

suggested, but not demonstrated, that the contact between Arg126 and the bridging oxygen 

of the scissile bond might increase the anomeric effect by polarizing the O―P bond. 

Polarization of the O―P bond is known to enhance the anomeric effect.15 As the 

anomeric effect relies on proper alignment of orbitals, an alternative explanation is that 
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R126 promotes a ligand conformation that maximizes the anomeric effect. These 

preliminary computational studies provided a) evidence that enzymes could manipulate 

the anomeric effect, perhaps for catalytic gain, and b) clues as to how active site residues 

might accomplish this through specific hydrogen bonding interactions. 

 Summary of the dissertation research – Previous modeling studies in the 

Chapman lab have provided strong evidence for the relationship between the anomeric 

effect and the chemistry of high energy O―P and N―P bonds14,15 in individual 

molecules. The work presented in this dissertation shifts the focus to enzymes, and looks 

at how active sites manipulate the anomeric effect for catalytic gain. Three Questions 

pertinent to the role of the active site in modulating the anomeric effect are discussed 

below. 

1. What types of Molecular Interactions enhance the anomeric effect? In Chapter 

one, high level quantum mechanics are used to determine how the anomeric effect 

in ATP might be reduced through interaction with other molecules. A 

continuation of this work is given in Chapter two, where interactions are 

investigated that enhance the anomeric effect.  

2. Do a broad range of enzymes exploit the anomeric effect? Using database analysis 

of Protein Data Bank crystal structures, the prevalence was investigated of 

enzyme active site configurations that might promote anomeric destabilization.  

3. To what degree does the anomeric effect enhance rate? Much of this dissertation 

research uses changes in bond length as an indicator of the potential impact on the 

reaction.  Other factors contribute to rate enhancement.  Thus, the final chapter of 

the research measures experimentally the impact of perturbing one of the 
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previously discovered interactions through steady state kinetics following 

mutation in one model enzyme system.  The results serve as at least a preliminary 

experimental corroboration that the computational investigation of the anomeric 

effect is relevant to the real workings of enzymes. 

 The work presented in this dissertation investigates an important element of rate-

enhancement that has been largely unexplored. Results are shown to be relevant to a 

substantial fraction of a broad class of enzymes that are ubiquitous in biology. 
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1. HYPERCONJUGATION-MEDIATED SOLVENT EFFECTS IN 

PHOSPHOANHYDRIDE BONDS  

Reproduced with permission from Summerton J.C., Evanseck J.D., Chapman M.S. 

(2012) J Phys Chem A 116: 10209-10217. 

ABSTRACT 

 Density functional theory and Natural Bond Orbital analysis are used to explore 

the impact of solvent on hyperconjugation in methyl triphosphate, a model for “energy 

rich” phosphoanhydride bonds, such as found in ATP.  As expected, dihedral rotation of 

a hydroxyl group vicinal to the phosphoanhydride bond reveals that the conformational 

dependence of the anomeric effect involves modulation of the orbital overlap between the 

donor and acceptor orbitals.  However, a conformational independence was observed in 

the rotation of a solvent hydrogen bond. As one lone pair orbital rotates away from an 

optimal anti-periplanar orientation, the overall magnitude of the anomeric effect is 

compensated approximately by the other lone pair as it becomes more anti-periplanar. 

Furthermore, solvent modulation of the anomeric effect is not restricted to the anti-

periplanar lone pair; hydrogen bonds involving gauche lone pairs also affect the anomeric 

interaction and the strength of the phosphoanhydride bond.  Both gauche and anti solvent 

hydrogen bonds lengthen non-bridging O―P bonds, increasing the distance between 

donor and acceptor orbitals, and decreasing orbital overlap which leads to a reduction of 

the anomeric effect. Solvent effects are additive with greater reduction in the anomeric 

effect upon increasing water coordination. By controlling the coordination environment 

of substrates in an active site, kinases, phosphatases and other enzymes important in 
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metabolism and signaling, may have the potential to modulate the stability of individual 

phosphoanhydride bonds through stereoelectronic effects.   

INTRODUCTION 

 ATP is vital to energy exchange in biological systems. The free energy liberated 

in the hydrolysis of ATP derives from “energy-rich” phosphoanhydride bonds that are 

essential for maintaining life.53 While crystallography,52,54,55 biochemical kinetics,56-59 

thermodynamic studies 60,61 and computation62-64 have all furthered the understanding of 

phosphate ester hydrolysis, the chemical basis of “high-energy” or “energy-rich” O—P 

bonds continues to be debated.65-67 Our incomplete description of phosphanhydride 

chemistry in molecules, such as ATP and phosphocreatine (PC),15 limits our 

understanding of the enzymology of phosphoryl transfer in a wide variety of kinases and 

phosphatases, like creatine kinase, myosin and other ATPases.  

 The lability of the O—P bond in molecules like ATP is traditionally attributed to 

three factors:12,53 relative to the hydrolyzed products, the ATP reactant has less resonance 

stabilization,68 greater electrostatic repulsion69 and less stabilization due to solvation.70 

However, the nature of the O—P phosphoanhydride bonds in ATP has been re-evaluated 

recently and stereoelectronic effects were found to be significant.15,71 An anomeric effect 

appears to be more important than other delocalization interactions in the length and 

implied strength of O—P bonds.15  
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Figure 9. Anomeric effect written as n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β—Pγ) is defined as the transfer of 

electron density from a lone pair orbital on a γ-oxygen (n(Oγ)) to the anti-bonding orbital 

of the O3β―Pγ bond ( σ*(O3β―Pγ)). The orbitals are colored green and purple with 

arbitrary phase. 

 The O—P bond is destabilized or lengthened by a specific type of 

hyperconjugation that is popularly referred to as the anomeric effect.15  The anomeric 

effect is transfer of electron density from a lone pair or bonding orbital (donor orbital) 

into an anti-bonding orbital (acceptor orbital) of another bond. Anomeric interactions 

have been found to be maximal when the donor orbital is anti-periplanar to the vicinal 

bond, so that the donor orbital is in close proximity to the antibonding orbital of the 

neighboring bond for efficient electron density transfer between the two.22,72,73 One such 

interaction in a triphosphate is shown in Figure 9. The lone pair (donor) on a gamma 

oxygen interacts with the antibonding orbital (acceptor) of the sigma bond between the 

gamma phosphorous and the adjacent beta oxygen, and is denoted as the n(Oγ) → 

σ*(Oβ—Pγ) hyperconjugation. The term “anomeric effect” has been used to describe 

stereo-preferences of sugars18 and related molecules.74 Recent work has argued that 
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stereo-preferences are actually a result of destabilizing electrostatic interactions.75 In this 

work the role of hyperconjugation in phosphodiester bond length is explored. The current 

terminology of describing some of the interaction as an “anomeric effect” is used 

following prior suggestions that the hyperconjugation was similar to that thought earlier 

to be a determinant of sugar conformation. In following this historical terminology, no 

implications are intended about the actual determinants of sugar conformation.  

 Strain of a substrate towards the ideal anti-periplanar dihedral angle that 

maximizes the anomeric effect and destabilizes the bond has been proposed as a potential 

mechanism of enzyme catalysis, termed torsional activation. Gorenstein et al. explored 

the effects of anomeric bond destabilization in the formation of peptide N—C bonds in 

the gas phase reaction between ammonia and formic acid, chosen to model serine 

proteases.20 The study revealed that a lone pair on the hydroxyl oxygen, which is anti-

periplanar to the attacking nitrogen, stabilized the transition state by 3.9 kcal/mol. They 

also examined O―P bond reactivity in the gas phase: in the dimethyl phosphate 

monoanion, there is a weakening by ~1 kcal/mol when oxygen atom lone pairs are anti-

periplanar toward the bond versus gauche.21  

 A majority of quantum calculations have been performed in vacuo, inherently 

omitting environmental effects that could conceivably modulate stereoelectronic 

effects.76-79 The effect of solvent on conformational energetics was demonstrated in 

quantum studies of the phosphodiester links of DNA.80 In NMR-restrained molecular 

dynamics studies of DNA and the DNA-binding domain of the transcription activator 

protein, PhoB, it was found that the solution structure provided better local geometry and 

convergence than structures determined in vacuum.81  Recent studies with implicit 
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solvent found strong correlations between the anomeric effect and O—P and N—P bond 

lengths in analogs of nucleotides and phosphocreatine.14,15 A reduction in anomeric effect 

was observed when lone pair donor ability was decreased (with solvent) or the electron 

density acceptor ability of the anti-bonding acceptor was decreased.  

 The influence of environmental factors or conformation upon the anomeric effect 

remains an open question germane to potential enzyme mechanisms.14,15,20,82 Yang et al. 

recently used QM/MM calculations to analyze ATP in the open (post-rigor) and closed 

(pre-powerstroke) active sites of the myosin motor domain.83 Despite a substantial 

difference in the scissile O—P bond length (0.05 Å), Arg238, the residue with the largest 

effect on the anomeric interaction, had only modest impact on the ground state energy.  

Rudbeck et al. used a similar approach to look at the environmental impact of the Ca2+-

ATPase on its phosphoenzyme intermediate and found that in the inactive protein model, 

the NH3 group of Lys684 induces shortening of the P−Oβ bond due to changes in 

hyperconjugation, while in the inactive model, the P―Oβ bond is elongated.84 Both of 

these studies looked at destabilization of the ground state, however, other potential 

catalytic effects, such as transition state stabilization, remain to be investigated. Although 

hyperconjugation lengthens the scissile bond, paradoxically, it also stabilizes the 

molecule as a whole. Potentially then, hyperconjugation could lower the energy of the 

transition state while also destabilizing the scissile bond. 

 The rationale for analyzing hydrogen-bonding interactions stems from our prior 

finding that the anomeric effect depends on protonation state of the γ-phosphate in 

methyl triphosphate.15 Involvement of the gamma phosphate oxygen lone pair in a 

hydrogen bond reduces the electron density available for transfer in an anomeric 
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interaction.15 The potential importance of hydrogen bonding interactions was also 

highlighted by Iche-Tarret et al. who found that an intramolecular hydrogen bond in 

protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPase) substrate analogs destabilized the scissile O—P 

bond.85 In an enzyme active site, both protein and solvent atoms could form relevant 

hydrogen bonds, but interactions with water molecules are of particular interest. A 

number of kinases undergo large conformational changes, to exclude water from the 

active site, perhaps to prevent premature hydrolysis of the ATP substrate.86 By contrast, 

the active sites of some enzymes contain water molecules in conserved locations 87 that 

can have multiple roles in catalysis.88-90 Thus, we chose the interactions of water with 

methyl triphosphate both as a general model for the interactions of polar groups with 

phosphoanhydride bonds, and also to provide insights into the diverse roles of water upon 

hyperconjugation in phosphoryl transfer active sites. 

 Despite its crucial role in physiological processes, the factors governing O—P 

phosphoryl bond weakening and possible connection to ”high energy” character of 

phosphates remains controversial.23,91-94 The current work explores how molecular 

conformation and solvent interactions impact ground state O—P bond weakening through 

stereoelectronic effects. We show that water can have a strong impact on 

phosphoanhydride bond length.  Changes to the solvation upon substrate-binding, and, by 

inference, hydrogen bonding with other polar active site groups, have the capacity to alter 

significantly the energetics of catalysis, and the specificity of which phosphoanhydride 

bond would be destabilized in a particular enzyme-catalyzed reaction.  
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METHODS 

 Electronic structure calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 09 suite.95 

The B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory was used for structure optimization.82,96-98 

Prior studies15  showed that this level of theory captured the same hyperconjugative 

effects as second-order Moller-Plesset99 computations. In addition to the water molecules 

explicitly modeled, the effects of bulk solvent were modeled implicitly using a 

polarizable continuum model (PCM).100  

 Combining explicit waters with continuum approach such as PCM can lead to 

inaccuracies in handling the polarization of the first solvation shell and  entropic terms in 

free energy calculations.101 However for potential energy calculations used to assess 

enthalpies of explicit interactions, a mixed model has been shown to be an appropriate 

treatment.102 Thus, in this work, nearest-neighbor explicit water molecules are embedded 

in a continuum approximation.103 

 Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was performed using the GenNBO5 

program104 with output files from the Gaussian 09 program. HF/cc-PVTZ model 

chemistry was used for all NBO calculations upon B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) geometry 

optimized structures.105 NBO transforms the non-orthogonal atomic orbitals from the HF 

wavefunction into natural bond orbitals (NBO)106  allowing for a Lewis-like description 

of the total N-electron density107. Delocalizing interactions can be treated through 

second-order perturbation theory. The second order perturbation (E(2)) energy values 

provide an estimate of the magnitude of delocalizing interactions and are calculated by108 

2 · ,  (1) 
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where qi is the donor occupancy. The difference in energy of the donor and acceptor 

orbitals is E(j)-E(i) and the orbital interaction energy is F(i,j). Orbital interaction energy, 

also known as the Fock matrix element, is a reflection of orbital overlap between orbitals 

i and j. For the purposes of this work, the donor orbital, j, will always be the lone pair 

orbitals on Oγ, and the acceptor orbital, i, is the σ*(O3β―Pγ) antibonding orbital in the 

methyl triphosphate model of ATP (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10. Orientation of lone pairs. a) Lewis structure of methyl phosphate triester. 

b) Corresponding Newman projection. The O3β―Pγ―O3γ―X dihedral (highlighted in 

red) was rotated from -60° to 60° to change the orientation of lone pairs with respect to 

the σ*(O3β―Pγ) anti-bonding orbital. c) X represents either a proton (structure 1) or a 

hydrogen bond donated by water (structure 2). 

 Methyl triphosphate has previously been employed as a simplified model for the 

study of hyperconjugative interactions in ATP.15,109 Structures 1 and 2 were used to 

examine the effects of lone pair position on anomeric energy and O3β—Pγ bond length 

through rotation of the neighboring dihedral angles (Figure 10, shown in red). As each 
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dihedral angle (∠O3β―Pγ―O3γ―X) was scanned, all other parameters of the structure 

were optimized, except in structure 2 where the O3γ•••OH2 hydrogen bond length was 

held constant at a typical 2.6 Å.110 For structure 1, where one of the γ-oxygens is 

protonated, the O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H dihedral angle was rotated from -60° to 60° in 10° 

increments. The O3β―Pγ―O3γ•••OH2 dihedral angle in structure 2, was rotated from -60° 

to 60° in 20° increments. Changes in bond length, E(2) energy, interaction energy and 

orbital energy gap were calculated with reference to the values calculated for the 

staggered rotamers (∠O3β―Pγ―O3γ―X = 180°). Throughout the text, lone pairs are 

labeled 1 or 2 to make referencing the lone pairs as they rotate around the 

O3β―Pγ―O3γ―X dihedral angle more convenient. Only lone pairs that have n(Oγ) → 

σ*(O3β―Pγ) E(2) energies that are greater than the NBO program default cutoff of 0.5 

kcal/mol are discussed in this study. 

 The effects of different hydrogen bonding configurations were explored with 

structures 3 through 10 (Figure 11), which were built using GaussView5.0. Structures 

were then optimized while constraining the O3β―Pγ―O3γ ···H(OH) and 

O3β―Pγ―O3γ···O(H2) dihedral angles to fixed 180° or 90° values (both the oxygen and 

relevant hydrogen of water are fixed relative to O3β―Pγ). The O3γ···OH2 distance was 

again fixed at 2.6 Å and all other parameters were allowed to relax. All changes are 

measured in reference to structure 3, methyl triphosphate without explicit waters. The 

effects of hydrogen bond length were examined using structure 4.  As the donor-acceptor 

distance was increased from 2.4 Å, other structural parameters were optimized, with the 

exception of the O3β―Pγ―O3γ···H(OH) and O3β―Pγ―O3γ···O(H2) dihedral angles which 

were held at 180° in the anti-conformation. 
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Figure 11. Eight structures with different hydrogen bonding configurations were used in 

a detailed examination of the effects of hydrogen bonding on phosphodiester bonds. 

Structure 3 has no hydrogen bonding interactions and serves as a reference. Waters are 
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placed at a O3β―Pγ―Oγ•••OH2 dihedral angle of 180° or 90° as depicted in red in the 

Newman projections above each column of structures. White = hydrogen, grey = carbon, 

red = oxygen, yellow = phosphorus. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The effects of lone pair alignment on hyperconjugation and bond lengths in 

methyl triphosphate. – The anomeric effect is classically thought of as highly dependent 

on optimal orbital alignment of lone pair and antibonding orbitals.16,111 Thus, the 

anomeric interaction, n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) is expected to be diminished by rotation of 

n(Oγ) out of the anti-periplanar position. To characterize the influence of the anomeric 

effect on the O3β―Pγ bond in methyl triphosphate, orbital occupancies, E(2) energies and 

O3β―Pγ bond length were calculated as a function of torsional rotation of the 

O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H dihedral angle in structure 1 (Figure 10). To understand the basis of 

variation in anomeric energy, E(2) energy was broken down into its components of 

interaction energy, Fi,j and orbital energy gap, Ej-Ei (Equation 1), both as a function of the 

O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H dihedral angle.  

 The anomeric energy is found to be highly correlated with the O3β―Pγ bond 

length (R2 = 0.92, Figure 12). A parallel increase was observed in the anti-bonding 

orbital occupancy with a correlation between occupancy and bond length of R2 = 0.98. If 

the changes in O3β―Pγ were due to inductive withdrawal into the Pγ―O3γ bond, decrease 

in the O3β―Pγ bonding orbital occupancy would be expected.  However, the occupancy 

was independent of the O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H rotation, suggesting that the observed change 

in bond length does not result from an inductive effect. 
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Figure 12. a) Calculated E(2) hyperconjugative energies and O3β―Pγ bond lengths for 

rotamers of structure 1. Changes are measured with reference to ∠O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H = 

180°.  b) Correlation between O3β―Pγ bond length and σ*(O3β―Pγ) orbital occupancy. 

 The anomeric effect is maximal when lone pair 2 is anti-periplanar to O3β―Pγ and  

the proton is at a 90° dihedral angle relative to O3β―Pγ  (Figure 13). At this orientation of 

the hydroxyl group, lone pair 2 accounts for almost 100% of the total E(2) with 

σ*(O3β―Pγ) (Figure 13a, blue line). The, the overall change in E(2) energy (Figure 13a, 

black line) with angular rotation occurs because lone pair 2 is a much stronger electron 

density donor than both lone pair 1 and σ(O―H) combined. Lone pair 2 is readily able to 

donate electron density because of its smaller orbital energy gap with the σ*(O3β―Pγ) 

orbital (ca. 600 kcal.mol) as compared to the gap between σ*(O3β―Pγ) and lone pair 1 or 

between σ*(O3β―Pγ)  and σ(O3γ―H) (both ca. 900 kcal/mol, Figure 13c). Furthermore, 
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the maximum orbital overlap between σ*(O3β―Pγ) and lone pair 2 is more than twice the 

maximum orbital overlap between σ*(O3β―Pγ) and lone pair 1 or between σ*(O3β―Pγ) 

and  σ(O3γ―H). Together the relatively lower orbital energy gap and higher interaction 

energy of lone pair 2 with σ*(O3β―Pγ) dictate a 6 kcal/mol increase in E(2) energy at 

∠O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H = 180° over ∠O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H = 90°. This change in E(2) energy 

is mirrored by a 0.012 Å increase in O3β―Pγ bond length.  
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Figure 13. a) E(2) energy shows a strong angular dependence for rotation of the 

O3β―Pγ―O3γ―H dihedral angle. b) The orbital overlap, as mirrored in the numerator 

of equation 1, 2Fij
2 and c) the energy gap for the hyperconjugative interaction with 

σ*(O3β―Pγ) and lone pairs n1(O3γ) (orange), n2(O3γ) (blue) or σ(O―H) (red). 

 Consistent with previous reports, our study demonstrates that hypercongugative 

n(O) → σ*(O—P) interactions are prominent in the lengthening / weakening of vicinal 

O3β—Pγ bonds.  There is indeed an anomeric component to the interaction, the O3β—Pγ 
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bond length changing 0.01 Å, dependent on the orientation of the donating lone pair 

relative to the anti-bonding orbital. Unique to this study is that changes in 

hyperconjugation, while dependent on the orbital energy gaps, are most responsive to 

changes in interaction energy, as mirrored in the numerator of Equation 1, 2Fij
2.  

 

Figure 14. Orientation of a hydrogen bond from water relative the O3β―Pγ bond has 

little impact on O3β―Pγ bond length. a) Neither the O3β―Pγ bond length or E(2) energy 

vary greatly as a function of O3β―Pγ―O3γ•••OH2 dihedral angle.  The maximal change 

in bond length is only 0.003 Å and in E(2) energy is only 2 kcal/mol. b) When one lone 

pair orbital rotates away from an optimal anti-periplanar orientation, the other 

improves. The E(2) energies are nearly symmetric, in spite of the fact that a water is 

interacting with lone pair 2 (orange), but not 1 (blue). 
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 Hyperconjugative bond lengthening is independent of solvation geometry. – 

Hyperconjugative interactions have previously been calculated for dihydrogen- and 

metaphosphate interactions with waters, where there is strong donation of electron 

density from the dihydrogen-or metaphosphate oxygen lone pairs into the σ*(O―H) anti-

bonding orbital of water.112  Thus, it might be expected that water would withdraw 

electron density from the lone pairs in methyl triphosphate, thus weakening the n(Oγ) → 

σ*(O3β―Pγ) interaction. Indeed addition of a hydrogen bond between water and O3γ of 

methyl triphosphate (structure 4 in Figure 11) is accompanied by a 0.017 Å decrease on 

O3β―Pγ bond length and a 4.8 kcal/mol reduction in E(2) energy.  As a 0.01 Å change in 

bond length was induced in structure 1 through rotation of the OPOH dihedral angle, it 

was hypothesized that analogous rotation of the water would induce corresponding 

changes in bond length. To test this, the O3β―Pγ―O3γ•••OH2 dihedral angle in structure 

2 (Figure 10) was rotated in increments of 20° from -60° to +60° (see Methods). 
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Figure 15. Images of the O3γ lone pairs 1 and 2 from Figure 14b at a) 

O3β―Pγ―O3γ•••OH2 = 180° and b) O3β―Pγ―O3γ•••OH2 = 90°. Water is always 

coordinated to lone pair 2 (colored orange in parts b and d). In a) water interacts with 

lone pair 2, which in this configuration, is anti-periplanar to O3β―Pγ whereas in b) 

water interacts with lone pair 2 which is at a 90° angle to O3β―Pγ. When lone pair 2 is at 

90°, it contributes nothing to the overall E(2) energy of n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ). However, 

the E(2) energy of n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) and the O3β―Pγ bond length are similar in both 

orientations. Atoms are colored; white (hydrogen), grey (carbon), yellow (phosphorus) 

and red (oxygen). The orbital lobes of the lone pairs on O3γ are colored red and green, 

depicting opposite polarities. 
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Figure 16. Waters coordinated at 180° (a - d) or 90° (e - f) from the O3β―Pγ bond both 

decrease (a, e) O3β―Pγ bond length and (b, f) hyperconjugation between γ-oxygen lone 
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pairs and the σ*(O3β―Pγ) anti-bonding orbital. Open triangles represent values of 

hyperconjugative interactions where there is no hydrogen bond. Closed triangles 

represent values where there is a hydrogen bond. (c, g) In both orientations, water 

reduces 2Fij
2 relative to structure 3, water-free methyl triphosphate. (d, h) However only 

structures with waters at 180° show a pronounced change in orbital energy gap. This 

discrepancy accounts for the slightly larger depression in O3β―Pγ bond length for 

structures with waters at 180°. Only orbitals in the anti-periplanar orientation contribute 

to E(2) energy and thus values for the other two orbitals on each oxygen were not 

plotted. 

 Solvent hydrogen bonds oriented at 90° or 180° with respect to O3β―Pγ induce 

similar perturbations in O3β―Pγ bond lengths, differing by only 0.003 Å (Figure 14). 

Likewise total E(2) interaction energies are similar (E(2) for n(O3γ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) 

differing by 2.2 kcal/mol).  Thus, the orientational dependence of the hydrogen-bonded 

system is about one third that of the protonated system.  In the solvated system, each of 

the two higher energy O3γ lone pair orbitals can have a similar E(2) interaction if anti-

periplanar to σ*(O3β―Pγ), as shown in Figure 14b.  With dihedral rotation of the lone 

pairs about O3β―Pγ (as they follow the scanned direction of the water hydrogen bond), 

the change in one E(2), as the orbital rotates away from an optimal anti-periplanar 

orientation, is compensated approximately by the change in the other as it becomes more 

anti-periplanar.  Which of these lone pairs is participating in a hydrogen bond has 

relatively little impact, because, as discussed below, both lone pair orbital interactions are 

affected by the presence of the water simultaneously, without much directional 

specificity, and to a degree that had not been anticipated.  
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 Water interactions can decrease orbital overlap of additional lone pairs with 

σ*(O3β―Pγ). – The difference in orbital interactions are shown in Figure 15. When 

∠O3β―Pγ―O3γ•••OH2 = 90°, it is the non-hydrogen bonded n(O3γ)1 that contributes 

100% of the O3γ E(2) energy (Figure 14).  As there is not a direct interaction between 

n(O3γ)1 and the hydrogen bond from water (Figure 15c), it was surprising that the E(2) 

energy was affected by the presence of the water.  This led to a broader analysis of the 

electronic differences between conformers with ∠O3β―Pγ―Oγ•••OH2 = 180° and 90°.  

Analysis started with a study of E(2) energy as a function of the number of Oγ hydrogen 

bonds (Figure 16) for structures 3 through 7, 9 and 10 (Figure 11). 

 In Figure 16, O3β―Pγ bond length, E(2) energy, and its components 2Fij
2 and Ej-

Ei of the of n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) hyperconjugative interaction are plotted against number 

of waters coordinated to γ-oxygen lone pairs. Figure 16a-d represents structures 4, 6 and 

9 (Figure 11) where the water is hydrogen bonded to the lone pair that is anti-periplanar 

to O3β―Pγ (Figure 15a).  

 Figure 16e-f represents structures 5, 7 and 10 where the water is bound to the lone 

pair that is offset by 90° and is thus not participating in the n(Oγ) → (O3β―Pγ) 

hyperconjugative interaction (Figure 15c). There are only small differences in O3β―Pγ 

bond length and E(2) values for structures with hydrogen bond(s) oriented at 

∠O3β―Pγ―Oγ•••OH2 = 180° (Figure 16a) versus ∠O3β―Pγ―Oγ•••OH2 = 90° (Figure 

16e). For example, a hydrogen bond with the anti-periplanar lone pair relative to the 

O3β―Pγ bond induces a decrease in the O3β―Pγ bond length by about 0.02 Å, and with 

three waters, O3β-Pγ is shortened by about 0.06 Å. When the hydrogen bond is offset 90°, 

these values are only slightly less (0.015 Å and 0.04 Å respectively). Similarly the 
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addition of a hydrogen bond at ∠O3β―Pγ―Oγ•••OH2 = 180° induces a decrease in E(2) 

energy of about 6 kcal/mol (Figure 16b). If the hydrogen bond is at ∠O3β―Pγ―Oγ•••OH2 

= 90° the reduction in E(2) is closer to 4 kcal/mol (Figure 16f). Particularly striking is the 

relative similarity of plots c and g in Figure 16. It had been expected that a water would 

only affect the orbital with which it is hydrogen-bonded. However we find that the 2Fij
2 

terms, are decreased for both orbitals 1 and 2 regardless of hydrogen bond orientation by 

roughly 10%. 

 In a first (unsuccessful) attempt to rationalize direction-independent changes to 

Fij
2, we examined how hydrogen-bonding might affect hybridization of orbitals not 

directly participating in the hydrogen bond.  A lone pair starting with 99.7% p-character 

gains 8.9% s-character on hydrogen bonding, but other lone pairs are affected negligibly 

(< 0.02%).  Thus, direction-independent effects do not appear to result from widespread 

changes in hybridization.  

 Hydrogen bonding lengthens the non-bridging Pγ―Oγ bond of the coordinated 

oxygen (Figure 17). An increase in the Pγ―Oγ bond length physically increases the 

distance between the lone pair orbitals on Oγ and the σ*(O3β―Pγ) anti-bonding orbital 

(Figure 17, inset) thus decreasing their overlap.  This explains computed changes to Fij
2 

that are independent of the direction of hydrogen bonding, because all hydrogen bonds to 

the Oγ increase the Pγ―Oγ bond length.  Consistent with this rationalization, there is a 

strong correlation between Δ2Fij
2 and Pγ―Oγ bond lengths for structures 4 through 10 

(R2 = 0.90). 
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Figure 17. For structures 4 through 10, there is a strong correlation between Δ2Fij
2 of 

the interaction n(Oγ) → (O3β―Pγ) and non-bridging Pγ―Oγ bond length. Changes are 

measured relative to structure 3. Open diamonds represent Pγ―Oγ bond lengths where 

there is no hydrogen bond with Oγ. Closed diamonds represent Pγ―Oγ bond lengths 

where there is a hydrogen bond with Oγ. Inset: the schematic highlights (red arrow) the 

bond that is lengthened indirectly by any configuration of hydrogen bond to Oγ, thereby 

affecting the proximity and overlap of the Oγ, lone pair orbitals and the σ*(O3β―Pγ) anti-

bonding orbital. 

 Two hydrogen bonds with a single oxygen has the same effect as two hydrogen 

bonds with two different oxygens. – The change in O3γ—Pγ bond length is linearly 

proportional to the number of hyperconjugation-modulating solvent hydrogen bonds on 

different oxygens (Figure 16).  It has also been shown that changes in the n(Oγ) → 

(O3β―Pγ) hyperconjugative interaction are not greatly dependent on the direction of 

hydrogen bonding.  Thus, the effects on E(2) energy and bond length of two hydrogen 

bonds on the same oxygen, one at 180° and one at 90°, might be expected to be additive. 
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This postulate was examined by comparing structures 6, 7 & 8 with structure 3.  Unlike 

the desolvated structure 3, structures 6, 7 & 8 are coordinated by two waters.  In 

structures 6 & 7, the waters are coordinated to different oxygens, but in structure 8, both 

waters interact with the same γ-oxygen.  The O3β―Pγ bond lengths (and relevant E(2) 

energies) of structure 6, 7 and 8  are very similar to each other but different from 

structure 3 (Table 1).  Thus, whether interacting with the same or different γ-phosphate 

oxygens, the effects of multiple hydrogen bonds are, to a first approximation, additive 

and independent of orientation relative to the σ* orbital. This is of potential 

enzymological significance, because an oxygen of an ATP bound in an active site can 

have multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions.37,43,113,114 The effects of all upon catalysis 

will need to be integrated, not just interactions with lone pairs anti-periplanar 

configuration to σ*.  

Table 1. O3β―Pγ Bond lengths and n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) E(2) energies of structures 3, 6, 

7 and 8. 

 
O3β―Pγ Total E(2) of 

Structure Bond length n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) 

3 1.742 90.6 

6 1.700 79.8 

7 1.711 83.3 

8 1.711 81.9 

 

 Dependence on the Strength of the Hydrogen Bond. – The strength of the 

hydrogen bond interaction was modulated by changing the constrained hydrogen bond 
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length in structure 4.  With a hydrogen bond length of 2.4 Å, the O3β―Pγ bond is 1.718 

Å, 0.024 Å shorter than without a water molecule (structure 3). The calculated change in 

phosphodiester bond energy due to loss of a 2.4 Å-hydrogen bond is approximately 21 

kcal/mol. (Thus the loss of two hydrogen bonds would be commensurate with the ~40 

kcal/mol empirically measured activation barriers of representative phosphoryl transfer 

enzyme reactions)115-119 The O3β―Pγ bond length increases by ~ 0.02 Å per Å increase in 

the hydrogen bond length (Figure 18). At a hydrogen-acceptor distance of 3.4 Å, the 

hydrogen bond has negligible impact upon the O3β―Pγ bond length and E(2) energy of 

n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) interaction.  Hydrogen bonds are usually considered to have both 

electronic and classical electrostatic components.120,121  The 3.4 Å limit on modulation of 

the ATP stereoelectronics is consistent with the understanding that the covalent 

component of a hydrogen bond decreases with distance. 

 

Figure 18. Effect of hydrogen bond length, Oγ···H(OH) on O3β―Pγ bond length for 

structure 8. 
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CONCLUSION 

 It is increasingly clear that interactions between lone pair orbitals and anti-

bonding orbitals are central to the properties of several high energy molecules of 

biochemical importance.  Earlier characterizations focused on anomeric effects where the 

lone pair orbitals were optimally aligned for interaction with the σ* acceptor orbital.   

 Here, it is shown that considerable conformational variation can be 

accommodated: the effects of coordinating to the anti-periplanar and gauche lone pairs 

are similar in their reduction of the E(2) anomeric interaction and in decreasing the length 

of the vicinal phosphoanhydride bond.  Interactions with the lone pairs modulate the 

anomeric effect largely  through lengthening of non-bridging P―O bonds which changes 

the overlap between all lone pair orbitals on the coordinated oxygen and the σ* anti-

bonding orbital, and this, in turn, affects the Fock interaction energy. 

 The significance of this finding is that a larger set of enzyme-substrate and 

solvent-substrate interactions needs to be considered in assessing environmental 

modulation of phosphoanhydride bond lability.  Coordination of lone pairs, not only in 

the anti-periplanar direction, but also in gauche directions, has nearly the same potential 

to lessen an anomeric effect and conjointly stabilize the vicinal phosphoanhydride.  Loss 

of such interactions by desolvation, as a substrate binds in an active site, could be one of 

the means with which an enzyme could destabilize the scissile bond in phosphoryl 

transfer reactions.   It is also one of the ways that an enzyme could modulate the relative 

stability of the different phosphoanhydride bonds in a nucleotide, potentially impacting 

product specificity.  Thus the investigation here lays a foundation for improving our 
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mechanistic understanding of the kinases and phosphatases that play critical roles in 

energy metabolism, cellular motility and signaling. 
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2. ENZYMES PROMOTE NUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHORYL TRANSFER 

THROUGH INTERACTIONS WITH THE BRIDGING OXYGEN THAT 

ENHANCE HYPERCONJUGATION 

 

ABSTRACT  

 Phosphoryl transfer reactions are ubiquitous in nature, yet the chemical 

mechanisms remain in debate. In this work, analysis of Protein Data Bank crystal 

structures reveals motifs of substrate interactions that are widespread throughout many 

classes of enzyme. Specifically, it is found that hydrogen bonds with the bridging oxygen 

of the scissile phosphoanhydride bond in nucleotide substrates are prevalent. The 

importance of such interactions is assessed experimentally in the arginine kinase model 

system. Mutation of Arg280, which forms a hydrogen bond with the O3β of ATP, is found 

to decrease kcat 100-fold, with little change to KM. Ground state quantum mechanical 

(QM) modeling shows that hydrogen bonding with the bridging oxygen induces scissile 

bond elongation by enhancing hyperconjugation in the ligand.  Other hydrogen bonds 

that calculation predicts would decrease hyperconjugation are correspondingly rare in the 

structural database.  Hyperconjugation provides a unifying rationalization not only for 

interactions identified from the structural database, but it also explains the changed bond 

order previously inferred from kinetic isotope and infrared experiments.  Both the 

experimental kinetics and QM modeling lend validation to our top-down statistical 

analysis and its ability to uncover unifying mechanistic principles from large samples of 

structures at a level of detail beyond the precision of an individual structure.  The current 

application of this approach shows that modulation of stereoelectronics is a component 
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contributing to the catalysis of a broad spectrum of phosphoryl transfer enzymes with 

wide diversity in proposed mechanisms.  

AUTHOR SUMMARY 

 Catalysis of phosphoryl transfer is critical for biology, but few unifying principles 

have emerged in enzyme mechanisms. We start by analyzing enzyme-substrate 

interactions in a database of protein crystal structures. We find that hydrogen bonds with 

the bridging oxygen of the cleavable bond in the substrate are prevalent in phosphoryl 

transfer enzymes. Quantum mechanical analysis shows that these hydrogen bonds 

weaken the bond to be cleaved by increasing substrate hyperconjugation. Experimental 

enzyme kinetics with Arginine kinase active site mutants confirms that these interactions 

have a significant impact upon catalytic rate. The ubiquity of this type of interaction 

indicates an element of mechanism that is common to a diverse array of kinases and 

phosphatases. 

INTRODUCTION 

 Enzymes that catalyze the transfer of a phosphate from ATP are widespread in 

biology. Free energy liberated in hydrolysis of phosphoandyride bonds, such as those in 

ATP, is essential for cellular energy metabolism, motility and the generation of 

transmembrane potentials. Much has been learned about enzyme-catalyzed phosphoryl 

transfer through the detailed study of individual enzymes. The most frequently cited 

mechanisms include; a) positioning of substrates for phosphate transfer;  b) base-assisted 

activation of the nucleophile; c) activation of the electrophile; and finally d) electrostatic 

stabilization of the transition state.27 Additional mechanisms have been proposed for 

specific enzymes, including: proton relay systems,43 substrate-assisted catalysis 42 and 
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strain of the β and γ phosphate groups.27  Phosphoryl transfer enzymes are a broad class 

within which several mechanisms may have evolved.  However, one is struck by the 

diversity in mechanistic proposals and the lack of consensus on elements of mechanism 

that might be shared between enzyme families. 

 The Protein Data Bank (PDB) provides an opportunity for a top-down analysis of 

common active site configurations.   It was hoped that this could complement traditional 

reductionist investigations of individual systems. Three classes of structures are 

compared here: those that cleave an O3β―Pγ bond (Figure 19a); those that cleave a 

Pα―O3α bond (Figure 19b), and a “control” group of those that bind nucleotide without 

catalyzing phosphoryl transfer (Figure 19c). We then analyze systematic differences in 

the predominant interactions, gaining insights from the population trends that might be 

obscured by experimental error or other variation in individual structures. Limitations of 

the approach were clear from the start.  Ground state structures predominate with limited 

information about transition states.  Experimental errors in individual structures can be 

appreciable.  Notwithstanding such limitations, with increasing database size, it was an 

opportune time to test our primary goal of whether additional functional insights could be 

revealed by a top-down analysis in which the errors of individual structures would be 

averaged out. We then set out to validate the primary inference from our database study 

through experimental kinetic analysis of site-directed mutants of the arginine kinase 

model system. Finally using quantum mechanical modeling we provide a rationale for 

how the highlighted interactions could have a mechanistic role in catalysis. 
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Figure 19. Enzyme structures can be categorized according to the fate of the bound 

nucleoside triphosphate (NTP). a) Phosphoryl transfer in which the O3β―Pγ bond is 

cleaved. b) Reactions in which the Pα―O3α bond is cleaved and c) Structures where the 

bound NTP does not undergo a chemical reaction. Red lettering indicates the atoms in 

the scissile bond and red arrows depict the transfer of electrons in going from reactants 

to products. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 Survey of Protein Data Bank crystal structures – Structures of protein-nucleotide 

complexes (Table S1) were downloaded from the PDB, including those containing ATP, 

UTP, TTP, GTP, CTP or their analogs. Two sets of data were compiled, one containing 

structures up to 2.0 Å resolution, where solvent molecules were defined with confidence, 
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and a larger group (inclusive of the first) up to 2.7 Å resolution from which solvent water 

was excluded, due to insufficient confidence in their positions at this resolution. Of the 

1866 protein-NTP complexes to 2.7 Å, as of October 3rd, 2012, 305 were non-redundant 

and satisfied the inclusion criteria as detailed in the supplemental material (Table S2 and 

Table S3). Grounds for exclusion included adoption of an open-state conformation 

known to be non-catalytic. Of the 305 vetted structures, 134 were at resolutions higher 

than 2.0 Å. Molprobity’s Reduce 122 was used to flip asparagine, glutamine and histidine 

side chains for optimal hydrogen bonding. 

 Structures were grouped by the site of bond cleavage in the ligand: 1) at the 

O3β―Pγ bond (Figure 19a); 2) at the Pα―O3α (Figure 19b); and 3) those in which the 

ligand binding site is non-catalytic (Figure 19c). The groups had 155, 100, and 50 PDB 

structures in the 2.7 Å set, respectively and 72, 45 and 17 structures in the 2.0 Å set. An 

underlying premise was that enzymes might share catalytic features regardless of base-

type (GTP, ATP, etc.). The set of proteins with non-catalytic binding sites serves as a 

control to distinguish potentially catalytic interactions from those primarily involved in 

ligand-binding. Comparisons between the sets of enzymes with Pα―O3α and O3β―Pγ 

cleavage sites also help to distinguish binding and catalytic interactions, due to spatial 

separation of binding and catalytic sub-sites.  

 Interactions were identified after expanding the crystallographic symmetry and 

adding riding hydrogen atoms.  These riding hydrogens were not seen directly by x-ray 

crystallography, but their positions were inferred from the heavy atom coordinates. 

Assessed interactions included hydrogen bonds between enzyme and ligand or between 

ligands and coordinated metal ions, all analyzed using an in-house Python program.  
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 Heavy atom distance and angle criteria were based on previous work 123: O•••D 

distance ≤ 3.5 Å, P―O•••D angle ≥ 90°, where D is the hydrogen bond donor, P is the 

ligand phosphorus atom, and O is the oxygen atom of the ligand. An additional criterion 

was added: O•••D―R angle ≥ 90° where R is the antecedent atom of a hydrogen bond 

donor. These criteria depend only on the heavy atoms directly observable and can 

therefore be applied directly to medium resolution crystal structures.  Assessments were 

also made using additional criteria possible once riding hydrogens were added: O•••H ≤ 

2.7 Å, P―O•••H ≥ 80°and O•••H―D ≥ 80°. Inspection revealed atom pairs satisfying the 

above criteria that were actually atoms coordinating a common metal ion.  These pairs 

were excluded using criteria given in Figure S1. Metal interactions were subject only to a 

distance cut-off of 2.8 Å derived from analysis of metal coordination in the Cambridge 

Structural Database.  

 Ligand oxygens were organized into six groups: Non-bridging γ-, β- and α-

oxygens, and bridging β-, α- and O5’-oxygens. Distributions of enzyme-ligand 

interactions for each of the groups were compared using pair-wise two-tailed t-tests in 

RStudio with pooled standard deviations and the Benjamini & Hochberg correction for 

multiple comparisons.  For each comparison, the null hypothesis was tested that the two 

sample means could be drawn from the same population, at a significance level of α = 

0.05. Results are fully tabulated in the supplemental material (Table S4 and Table S5).  

 Enzyme mutagenesis, purification and kinetic analysis – Mutants of Limulus 

polyphemus arginine kinase (AK) were made using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit 

(Stratagene). Previously published methods were used to purify AK and measure kinetic 

parameters.115  Initial velocities were measured using a 6 x 6 grid of substrate 
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concentrations: ATP at 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0 mM, and arginine at 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 

1.6, 3.2, and 7.0 mM. Duplicate measurements were made with separate protein 

preparations. Steady state parameters Kia, Km and Vmax for a random order sequential 

bimolecular-bimolecular (bi-bi) reaction mechanism were fitted to the data by nonlinear 

least squares using SigmaPlot. 

 Quantum mechanical modeling of active site interactions – The Gaussian 09 

program 95 was used for all electronic structures calculated with the B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p) level of theory 98 and an implicit bulk solvent modeled with the polarizable 

continuum model (PCM).100 This level of theory had previously been shown to be 

appropriate for capturing perturbation effects.15 Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was 

performed with the GenNBO5.0 program 104 using the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)-optimized 

structures and the HF/cc-PVTZ model chemistry.105 The NBO program facilitates a 

Lewis-like description of electron density by transforming nonorthogonal atomic orbitals 

from a HF wave function into natural bond orbitals. Second order perturbation E(2) 

energy, given by Equation 1, estimates the magnitude of electron delocalization and 

hyperconjugation. 

ij
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qi is the donor orbital occupancy, and Ej – Ei is the energy gap between donor orbital i 

and acceptor orbital, j.  Fi,j is the Fock matrix element which describes donor and 

acceptor orbital overlap. In this work, the donor will be a lone pair orbital of the γ-

phophate oxygens and the acceptor orbital is σ*(O3β―Pγ), the antibonding orbital of the 

O3β―Pγ bond in methyl triphosphate. Methyl triphosphate has been used previously, to 

model interactions in ATP (Figure 20).124   
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Figure 20. Models used to test the dependence of hyperconjugation and O3β―Pγ bond 

length on enzyme-ligand interactions. N-methylacetamide (a) was used to model a 

(neutral) protein backbone amide hydrogen bond to O3β, using methyl triphosphate to 

model an NTP nucleotide.  Structures 2 (b) and 3 (c) were used to investigate the effects 

of protonation at the γ-oxygens. Additional active site hydrogen bonds, represented in 

Structures 4 through 6 (d-f), were used to assess the secondary effects of different types of 

Oγ hydrogen bonds. Acetamide (e) propylazanium (f) were used to model aspartate and 

lysine side chains respectively. Structure 7 (g) was used to investigate the impact of 

hydrogen bonding at a nonbridging β-oxygen on hyperconjugation and O3β―Pγ bond 
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length. Hydrogen bonds are shown with dashed red lines. White = hydrogen, gray = 

carbon, red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, orange = phosphorus.  

 The influence of a N―H•••O3β hydrogen bond on the O3β―Pγ bond length and 

hyperconjugation was evaluated with Structures 1 through 6 (Figure 20a-f). Structure 7 

was used to evaluate the effects of a hydrogen bond to a nonbridging β-oxygen (Figure 

20g). N-methylacetamide was used to model a peptide backbone (neutral) hydrogen bond 

donor. The N―H•••Oβ hydrogen bond was weakened by increasing its length from 2.5 Å 

to 3.5 Å in 0.1 Å increments for Structures 1 through 3 and in 0.2 Å increments for 

Structures 4 through 7. These changes were made by translating the N-methylacetamide, 

fixing the O3β and N atoms at a specific hydrogen bond distance, then optimizing other 

aspects of the structure with the N―H•••Oβ angle fixed at 170°. Structures 2 through 6 

were used to probe the electronic effects of either protontion or hydrogen bonding at the 

γ-oxygens of methyl triphosphate (Figure 20b-f). For protonated structures the 

O3β―Pγ―Oγ―H dihedral angle was fixed at 180°. Acetamide was used as a model for 

an aspartate side chain in Structure 5 and propylazanium was used as a model for a lysine 

side chain in Structure 6. All hydrogen bonds to γ-oxygens, were fixed at a D•••Oγ 

distance of 2.8 Å, where D is the hydrogen bond donor heavy atom. The 

D•••Oγ―Pγ―O3β and the (D)H•••Oγ―Pγ―O3β dihedral angles were each fixed at 180°. 

Changes in O3β―Pγ bond lengths and in E(2) energies were calculated relative to each 

molecule without a hydrogen bond between N-methylacetamide and Oβ. 

RESULTS  

 Database analysis of enzyme-nucleotide interactions – For the non-redundant 

protein-nucleotide complexes in the Protein Data Bank, interactions with nucleotide 
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oxygens were tabulated for each crystal structure. Assessed interactions include hydrogen 

bonds from active site amino acids, water, coordinated metal ions or other substrates. The 

numbers of interactions were compared between phosphoryl transfer enzymes (Figure 

19a) and two control groups (Figure 19b, c) to distinguish potentially catalytic from non-

catalytic associations. T-tests reveal two overall trends (Table S4 and Table S5), that 

interactions with both non-bridging β-oxygens and with the bridging oxygen of a scissile 

phosphoanhydride bond are more prevalent in phosphoanhydride bond cleaving sites than 

in non-catalytic nucleotide binding sites.  

 For non-bridging β-oxygens, the mean number of interactions in both O3β―Pγ –

cleaving sites (μ= 4.2, μσ = 0.2) and Pα―O3α–cleaving sites (μ = 3.3, μσ = 0.1) is 

significantly greater than in non-catalytic sites (μ= 2.5, μσ = 0.2; p < 0.05; 2.7 Å; Figure 

21a, Table S4a).  
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Figure 21. Mean number of enzyme-ligand interactions. Interactions are shown with 

nonbridging β- (a), bridging β- (b) and bridging α-oxygens (c) in the O3β―Pγ cleaving-, 

Pα―O3α cleaving- and non-catalytic-NTP-binding sites. The resolution cutoff of 

structures used is 2.7 Å, and water is not included. Bars show standard errors. 

  Although not every protein interacts with the bridging O3β, interactions are more 

common in O3β―Pγ cleaving sites (mean number of 0.8, μσ = 0.1) than in either Pα―O3α 

cleaving sites (μ = 0.4, μσ = 0.1) or non-catalytic NTP-binding sites (μ = 0.5, μσ = 0.1; p < 
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0.05; 2.7 Å; Figure 21b, Table S4a). (Analyses at 2.0 Å with solvent water gave similar 

results, Table S4b and Table S5b).  Hydrogen bonds with the O3β most commonly 

involve neutral donors particularly from backbone nitrogens (Table S6). Other donors 

include water and positively charged amino acids, especially arginine. The donor is often 

within a conserved motif, for example at position 4 of the Walker A motif (p-loop; Table 

S6).  

 Interactions with O3α in enzymes that cleave the Pα―O3α bond are more frequent 

than in the comparison groups, but more marginally so.  Only the difference between 

Pα―O3α cleaving sites (μ = 0.4, μσ = 0.1) and O3β―Pγ cleaving sites (μ = 0.3, μσ < 0.1) 

reach statistical significance (p < 0.05, Table S4a).  With fewer enzymes exhibiting even 

a single interaction (Figure 21c, Table S4 and Table S5), the statistical criteria are harder 

to meet, and it is possible (but unproven) that O3α interactions are as important as O3β 

interactions, but only for some subset of Pα―O3α cleaving enzymes.  

 Experimental modulation of O3β interactions in Arginine Kinase – The results of 

the database analysis can be rationalized by hypothesizing a mechanistic role for 

interactions at the β-phosphoryl oxygen in O3β―Pγ-cleaving enzymes.  The hypothesis 

was tested in the arginine kinase (AK) model enzyme system. Phosphagen kinases have 

been a paradigm for study of the catalysis of multisubstrate reactions. AK was chosen in 

part due to the availability of a transition state analog crystal structure at 1.2 Å 

resolution52  from which interactions of the O3β with Arg280 and Arg126 could be observed 

with precision.  Arg280 also interacts with the α-nonbridging oxygen of the nucleotide 

substrate and an enzyme aspartate side chain, but not the γ-oxygens of the substrate 

(Figure 22). It was posited that interactions with O3β could be modulated with minimal 
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direct impact on the γ-phosphate.  Of several mutants expressed and purified, the 

conservative substitution R280K proved most interesting (Table 2).  Relative to the wild-

type (WT), kcat was decreased from 104 s-1 to 1s-1, whereas KM values for the two 

substrates remained within 3-fold of WT (R280K: KM(Arg) = 0.8 mM; KM(ATP) = 0.5 

mM.   WT KM(Arg) = 0.3 mM; KM(ATP) = 0.3 mM).125  The much larger impact upon 

rate indicates that the affect of the mutation is predominantly upon catalysis as opposed 

to substrate binding.  

 

Figure 22. Arginine kinase active site mutation. Selected interactions of the nucleotide in 

the crystal structure of the transition state analog complex of Horseshoe Crab Arginine 

Kinase (AK, PDB ID 1M1552). Carbon = green, nitrogen = dark blue, oxygen = red and 

phosphorus = orange. In AK, Arg280 contacts the O3β oxygen of ADP, an α-oxygen and 

the Asp324 side chain. In ATP, the O3β oxygen bridges to the γ-phosphate which is 

mimicked by nitrate in this transition state analog complex. Hydrogen bonds are shown 

with red dotted lines. 
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Table 2. Kinetic analysis of the Arginine kinase R280K mutant. 

 

 Importance of O3β interactions reminds us of analogous interactions investigated 

specifically for Ras of the MAPK signal transduction cascade.   Crystal structures and 

kinetic isotope studies of Ras alone and in complex with a GTPase activing protein 

(GAP), have highlighted interactions at the β-phosphoryl group of GTP as more 

important than those of the α- or γ-groups.126,127  Upon cleavage of the γ-phosphate, 

electrons from the O3β―Pγ bond are transferred to the O3β oxygen and distributed among 

the two non-bridging β-oxygens through resonance.128 It was proposed that hydrogen 

bonds with O3β stabilize the accumulated charge: one from the arginine inserted into the 

active site by the GAP, and the other from a Ras backbone nitrogen.128 The database 

analysis and kinetic characterization of AK mutants indicates that O3β interactions figure 

in a much broader and more diverse set of phosphoryl transferases than hitherto 

appreciated.  The next section examines the potential catalytic impact of such 

interactions.  

 Quantum mechanical analysis of O3β interactions – In Ras-GAP, FTIR 

measurements show binding of GTP to Ras and introduction of the GAP, reduces β- and 

increases γ-phosphoryl group bond orders.129 The bond order of the non-bridging Pβ―Oβ 

bonds is reduced further in going from ground to transition state, as determined by kinetic 
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isotope studies.128 Implications are that the β-oxygens gain negative charge that originates 

from the γ-oxygens which are rendered more positive.128,129 Also demonstrated is a 

decrease in O3β―Pγ bond order suggesting a weakening/lengthening that may be 

important in the hydrolysis reaction.128 It is thought that electrostatic stabilization of 

negative charge at the β-oxygens draws negative charge out of the O3β―Pγ bond onto the 

O3β oxygen, which is then partially transferred to the non-bridging β-oxygens through 

resonance.126 Presumably charge transfer would be achieved through induction. A small 

molecule quantum study of a series of organic phosphates indicated, however, that 

induction is unlikely to be a factor in scissile bond lengths, whereas hyperconjugation 

was found to be important.15 Hyperconjugation is a stereoelectronic effect, where 

electron density is transferred from an electron rich donor orbital to the anti-bonding 

orbital of a neighboring bond.72 An example is depicted in Figure 23, where electron 

density is transferred from a γ-oxygen lone pair orbital in methyl triphosphate into the 

antibonding orbital of the O3β―Pγ bond.  
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Figure 23. Hyperconjugation in methyl triphosphate, a model for ATP. Electron density 

is transferred from a lone pair orbital on one of the γ-oxygens (Oγ), into the antibonding 

orbital (σ*) of the O3β―Pγ bond. Red lettering indicates the atoms involved in the 

hyperconjugative interaction and the red arrow represents electron density transfer. 

 The changes in charge and O3β―Pγ bond length inferred through experiment are 

reminiscent of the effects of hyperconjugation on nucleotide chemistry seen in our past 

modeling studies.15,124  Enhanced hyperconjugation would both render γ-oxygens more 

positive and O3β more negative as electron density is transferred from the γ-phosphoryl 

group to the O3β―Pγ bond and would lengthen the scissile bond. The hypothesis that 

interactions with Oβ enhance hyperconjugation in the nucleotide is tested here, using 

quantum mechanical calculations of model systems. (Figure 20). The relationship 

between the N―H•••O3β hydrogen bond length, hyperconjugation and the O3β―Pγ bond 

length is investigated through perturbation of the N―H•••O3β hydrogen bond.  

 Density functional calculations on Structure 1 (Figure 20a) show that a single 

hydrogen bond, between N-methylacetamide and the O3β oxygen in methyl triphosphate, 

induces an increase in hyperconjugation and ~0.05 Å elongation of the O3β―Pγ bond 
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(Figure 24). Our initial calculations indicate that it is at least plausible that the O3β―Pγ 

bond length could be modulated by O3β hydrogen bonding by increasing 

hyperconjugation.  

 

Figure 24. The O3β―Pγ bond length and hyperconjugation increase with decreasing 

D•••O3β hydrogen bond length in Structure1. Calculated E(2) energy is of the n(Oγ) → 

σ*(O3β―Pγ) hyperconjugative interaction. D is the N―H hydrogen bond donor in N-

methylacetamide. 

 Two factors determine the magnitude of hyperconjugation; the degree of donor 

and acceptor orbital overlap, and the orbital energy gap. We next dissect the impact of a 

hydrogen bond on these factors. Our previous study of organic phosphates revealed a 

positive correlation between hyperconjugation and polarity of the O―P bond in ten 

compounds15.15 This correlation resulted from a lowering of the σ*(O―P) antibonding 

orbital energy and therefore a decrease in the energy gap between the n(O) and σ*(O―P) 

orbitals (see Eq. 1). The orbital overlap (Fij in Eq. 1) and the orbital energies of n(Oγ) and 

σ*(O3β―Pγ) were now similarly calculated for Structure 1 (Figure 20a), as a function of 
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hydrogen bond length (Figure 25). There is a strong dependence of the energy of the 

σ*(O3β―Pγ) antibonding orbital upon strength of the hydrogen bond (Figure 25a).  

However, neither the energy of the non-bridging γ-oxygen lone pair orbitals (Figure 25b) 

nor the orbital overlap (Figure 25c) are affected. As the hydrogen bond is shortened 

(made stronger), the orbital energy gap decreases, increasing hyperconjugation and 

elongating the O3β―Pγ bond.  
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Figure 25. Effects of a hydrogen bond at O3β on orbital and interaction energies in 

Structure1.  Shortening the hydrogen bond between N-methylacetamide and methyl 

triphosphate: a) decreases the orbital energy of the σ*(O3β―Pγ) anti-bonding orbital; 

while (b) leaving unchanged the n(Oγ) donor orbital energies and (c) Fi,j, a measure of 

the overlap between the n(Oγ) lone pair orbitals and σ*(O3β―Pγ). D denotes hydrogen 

bond donor. σ* denotes σ*(O3β―Pγ). 

 The relationship between O3β―Pγ bond elongation and hyperconjugation was 

confirmed by protonating the γ-oxygens. Protonation of the γ-oxygens has been shown to 

decrease the hyperconjugative interaction n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ).15,124 Protonation 
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decreases the dependence of the O3β―Pγ bond length on the strength of the D•••O3β 

hydrogen bond (Figure 26).  This is consistent with the impact of hydrogen bonding upon 

O3β—Pγ elongation being mediated by hyperconjugation. 

 

Figure 26. Impact of protonation of the γ-oxygens. Protons decrease the effects of the O3β 

hydrogen bond on both a) the magnitude of hyperconjugation and b) the O3β―Pγ bond 

length. Changes are calculated relative to corresponding structures without a D•••O3β 

hydrogen bond. The ability of interactions with the O3β to increase the scissile bond 

length is reliant on a strong intrinsic hyperconjugation in the ligand. When 

hyperconjugation is discrupted through protonation, the ability is eliminated. 
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 Hyperconjugation  is also subject to “secondary” perturbations  that might be of 

greater physiological relevance; hydrogen bonds added at the γ-oxygens interfere with 

hyperconjugation.124  The primary dependence of O3β—Pγ elongation on the strength of 

the O3β hydrogen bond was then recalculated, after the addition of hydrogen bonds at γ, 

to assess its dependence on the extent of secondary interactions. Hydrogen bond donors 

at the γ-oxygens from water (Figure 20d), acetamide (modeling an aspartate side chain, 

Figure 20e) and propylazanium (modeling a lysine, Figure 20f) were all examined. 

Hydrogen bonds to γ-oxygens (secondary interactions) were fixed at 2.8 Å, while the 

primary effect was modulated by varying the hydrogen bond between N-methylacetamide 

and the O3β oxygen from 2.5 Å to 3.1 Å in 0.2 Å increments.  

 A water or neutral acetamide hydrogen bond with a γ-oxygen has little effect 

(Figure 27a). Only the salt bridge bond from a positively charged propylazanium donor 

modulates the primary interactions.  Even so, the effect is modest: a salt bridge between 

propylazanium and Oγ reduces the bond elongation by about 15%. It is possible that 

multiple salt bridges to γ-oxygens could have an additive effect.  However, our database 

analysis shows (Figure 27b) fewer mean γ-oxygen salt bridges in O3β―Pγ–cleavage sites 

(μ= 1.3, μσ = 0.1) than in non-catalytic sites (μ= 2.0, μσ = 0.2; t-test; p < 0.05; 2.7 Å 

structure set, detailed statistics in Table S7).  In summary, analysis of the secondary 

interactions supports the notion that the effects of hydrogen bonding at O3β are modulated 

through hyperconjugation, and that enzymes have evolved environments around the γ-

phosphate to limit interactions that reduce the hyperconjugation. 
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Figure 27. Impact of (secondary) interactions with γ-oxygens on O3β―Pγ bond 

elongation induced by (primary) O3β interactions. a) Secondary interactions with γ-

oxygens have modest impact and are greatest for charged donors. b) From the database 

analysis, the mean number of salt bridges with γ-oxygens are given for O3β―Pγ-, 

Pα―O3α-cleaving active sites and non-catalytic sites. The resolution cutoff of structures 

used is 2.7 Å. Bars denote standard errors. There are fewer salt bridges at the γ-oxygens 

in enzymes that cleave O3β―Pγ bonds relative to sites that bind an unreactive NTP. 

 Quantum mechanical analysis of interactions with non-bridging oxygens – Of 

interest is whether hyperconjugation can explain the higher frequencies of interactions 
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with non-bridging β-oxygens in O3β―Pγ cleaving active sites, relative to non-catalytic 

binding sites (Figure 21).   Similar to our study of O3β interactions, QM calculations were 

performed for N-methyl acetamide hydrogen-bonded to the β-nonbridging oxygen in 

Structure 7 (Figure 20g). Changes in the n(Oγ) → σ*(O3β―Pγ) hyperconjugative 

interaction were calculated as the hydrogen bond length was varied from 2.5 Å to 3.5 Å 

in 0.2 Å increments. 
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Figure 28. Impact of a hydrogen bond with a non-bridging β-oxygen. An interaction 

between N-methylacetamide and a non-bridging β-oxygen of methyl triphosphate 

decreases the (a) hyperconjugation and (b) scissile bond length.  Interactions with the 

non-bridging β-oxygen (filled diamonds, Structure 7) are compared to those for O3β 

(open diamonds, Structure 1). Changes are measured relative to methyl triphosphate 

absent a hydrogen bond. 

 The impact of a single hydrogen bond with a non-bridging β-oxygen is smaller 

than that of an O3β hydrogen bond (Figure 28).  However, the database analysis revealed 

an average of four enzyme interactions summed across the two non-bridging β-oxygens 
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(Figure 21a). Previous work has shown that multiple hydrogen bonds to the same oxygen 

in methyl triphosphate have an additive effect on hyperconjugation.124 Thus the aggregate 

effect of interactions with non-bridging β-oxygens could be commensurate with those of 

the O3β. 

 The catalytic impact of phosphate interactions has to be assessed relative to the 

uncatalyzed reaction in solution. The hydrogen bonding interactions described above that 

elongate the scissile bond are unlikely to exceed saturating interactions with water in free 

solution.  How then, can the active site interactions be considered catalytic?  In 

addressing this, it is noted that, whereas hydrogen bonding with the β-oxygens 

destabilizes the scissile O3β―Pγ bond, interactions with the non-bridging γ-oxygens are 

known to stabilize the scissile bond through the same type of hyperconjugative effects.124  

Thus, the desolvation of the β- and γ-oxygens that occurs on substrate binding has 

opposite effects upon bond elongation.  A net catalytic effect could be obtained (or at 

least a catalytic cost mitigated) through reduction in γ-oxygen interactions while 

maintaining a higher level of β-oxygen interaction.  To test this prediction, the dataset of 

2 Å structures was queried for the fractional saturation of lone pairs with enzyme or 

solvent interactions, comparing the total five lone pairs of non-bridging β-oxygens to the 

8 of non-bridging γ-oxygens.  The prediction is clearly borne out (Figure 29, detailed 

statistic given in Table S8), as is another prediction of a hyperconjugative mechanism, 

that in O3β―Pγ-cleaving enzymes, there are more interactions with the bridging O3β than 

either the O3α or O5’. The favoring of interactions with the β-phosphoryl group that we 

see in the database analysis is supported by the earlier FTIR studies of Ras that show 
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stronger binding of the β-phosphoryl group.130 Together the results make a strong case for 

an extensive role of hyperconjugation in enzyme-catalyzed phosphoryl transfer. 

 

Figure 29. Saturation of NTP oxygen lone pairs by enzyme or solvent interactions in 

O3β―Pγ-cleaving active sites. Bars denote standard errors. 

DISCUSSION 

 Phosphoryl transfer occurs in a diverse set of functional contexts, including 

metabolism, transport, motility and signal transduction.  Classical mechanistic analyses 

have revealed the details of selected systems, highlighting potential differences, but 

identifying few common themes among the diverse enzyme families.  This work 
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represents a case study of a complementary top-down analysis, testing whether the 

statistics of large samples of structures can reveal unifying principles, even in the 

presence of experimental error in individual structures and likely real differences between 

the mechanisms of individual enzymes. 

 The prevalence of some binding site interactions was dependent on which, if any, 

of the phosphoanhydride bonds was cleaved in a reaction.  One of these interactions, a 

hydrogen bond to the O3β, had been observed in Ras.131  Its pervasiveness in the database 

analysis indicates that this type of interaction is important not only to Ras and relatives, 

but a broad spectrum of phosphoryl transferases.  Support both for this enzymological 

inference (and for the approach of top-down analysis) comes from the isolation of a 

partially active mutant of an unrelated kinase, in which conservative substitution at the 

site of interaction decreases experimentally measured rate with little impact upon 

binding.    

 Ground state quantum mechanical modeling provides a unifying rationalization 

for such O3β interactions. In support are the changes in bond order and partial charge 

inferred from kinetic isotope and FTIR studies,128,129 together with additional preferences 

in β- over the γ-oxygen interactions that can be resolved in the database analysis.  The 

common denominator appears to be hyperconjugative interactions involving the σ* 

antibonding orbital of the scissile bond.  Hydrogen bonding at the bridging O3β and non-

bridging β-oxygens closes the energy orbital gap, enhancing the hyperconjugative 

elongation of the O3β―Pγ bond.  Interactions at the more distal γ-oxygens have the 

opposite impact upon hyperconjugation, explaining why fewer interactions are observed 

with the γ-phosphate.  
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 The current analysis examines only the ground and not the transition state, and 

does not attempt to model the chemical reaction either in the enzyme or free solution, 

studies that would be required for definitive mechanistic conclusions.  However, the 

prevalence of similar interactions visible in the structures of diverse phosphoryl 

transferases suggests that there might have been evolutionary selective pressure to 

modulate underlying electronic interactions within the substrates in fundamentally 

consistent ways.  Furthermore, the current analysis cannot rank the importance of the 

different mechanistic strategies that might be combined in an individual enzyme.  The 

current approach will highlight interactions that are common among diverse enzymes, 

which may or may not be the most critical for an individual enzyme.  For arginine kinase, 

the 100-fold change in rate upon conservative mutational substitution for Arg280 is of the 

same order as that observed on mutation of the catalytic base that interacts with the non-

nucleotide substrate 7 and 50-fold less than mutations to a cysteine thiolate that stabilizes 

the electrostatics of the guanidinium in the presumptive transition state 8.  Thus, the work 

here paints a picture of phosphagen kinases employing several means of enhancing rate, 

of which the hyperconjugative interactions investigated here are an important, but not 

dominant component.  For other enzymes, the relative importance of hyperconjugation 

among other catalytic mechanisms is not known quantitatively.  Nevertheless, the 

pervasiveness of hydrogen-bonding motifs that would favorably modulate catalysis is 

indicative of some importance to a wide range of enzymes, making such interactions 

worthy of additional study.  
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Table S1. Protein Data Bank structures used in study. As some structures contain 

multiple ligands, the specific ligand used in this study is specified. 
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Table S2. Ligands contained in Protein Data Bank structures used in study. 
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Table S3. Structure selection criteria. 
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Figure S1. Criteria for excluding ion-coordinating atoms. 
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Table S4. Pairwise t-tests between structure sets. 
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Table S5. Pairwise t-tests between stucture sets that contain riding hydrogens. The 

interpretation in the main paper is based on Table S4, without riding hydrogens. 
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Table S6. Structures in which the O3β oxygen of a nucleoside triphosphate has 

interactions other than water. Conserved motifs in protein sequence data were identified 

using ProSite. 
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Table S7. Hydrogen bonds between positively charged donors and γ-oxygens. The 

resolution cutoff is 2.7 Å. 
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Table S8. Pairwise t-tests between oxygen types. The resolution cutoff is 2.0 Å and water 

is included in the analysis. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 The broad goal of the research described here, was to characterize the factors that 

contribute to catalysis of the forming and breaking of high energy bonds such as those in 

ATP. Previous work in the laboratory had established that the anomeric effect explains 

much of the chemistry of high energy bonds, filling in shortfalls in text-book 

explanations. The specific question addressed here was whether enzymes harness the 

anomeric effect for catalytic gain. For this to be true, the anomeric effect had to be 

amenable to modulation through interaction with other molecules. The potential was 

there; profuse electron density surrounding phosphoryl oxygens is the source of the 

exceptional anomeric effect in molecules like ATP. If enzymes could exploit this unique 

chemistry, through the anomeric effect they could drive scissile bond weakening, a 

critical step in the catalytic reaction. Initial indications were that perturbing the electron 

density surrounding the phosphoryl oxygens would lead to changes in the anomeric effect 

and scissile bond length: tying up electron density through protonation decreased the 

anomeric effect.15 Initial discoveries from our lab and others inspired several lines of 

research that were pursued in this dissertation; Firstly how might enzymes influence the 

anomeric effect for catalytic gain; what configurations of active sites enhance the 

anomeric effect? Secondly is the anomeric effect a common factor in the catalysis of high 

energy bonds? Finally, can the anomeric effect account for substantial rate-enhancement? 

All of these questions were aimed at establishing whether the anomeric effect is a major, 

broadly applicable, component of enzyme-catalyzed phosphoryl transfer. Below, is a 
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summary of progress made in this dissertation. The final section “Future Directions” 

details, of the remaining questions, how the most pressing would best be addressed. 

 What configurations of enzyme active sites enhance the anomeric effect? Using 

high level computation, this dissertation demonstrates that active sites can have a 

significant impact on scissile bond length/strength. Hydrogen bonds at the γ-phosphoryl 

group reduce scissile bond length and hydrogen bonds at the β-phosphoryl, particularly at 

the bridging β-oxygen, increase scissile bond length. The water interactions investigated 

in the early parts of this research and the interactions from an amino acid backbone 

analog in the latter part serve as a model for general polar interactions in an enzyme 

active site. This research is the first to detail how placement of hydrogen bonds relative to 

the phosphoryl groups in a nucleotide substrate can alter the anomeric effect.   

 The work here nicely details the effects of enzyme-substrate interactions on 

substrate chemistry for ATP-type substrates; however, how environment impacts other 

high energy substrates is unknown. If similarities with ATP-type substrates are 

discovered, it would suggest the anomeric effect is broadly associated with catalysis of 

high energy bonds, prompting reevaluation of many catalytic mechanisms. 

 Is the anomeric effect a common catalytic mechanism? In the second part of this 

dissertation, computational studies were complemented with a database search where 

analysis of substrate-bound structures of phosphoryl transfer enzymes from the Protein 

Data Bank showed that, on average, enzyme active sites are configured to favor 

substrate-enzyme interactions that enhance anomeric bond destabilization. Results 

support the importance of the anomeric effect in a broad range of enzyme that transfer 

phosphate groups.  
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 Here the focus was on high energy bonds in nucleoside triphosphates. Targeting 

enzymes that bind triphosphates was a logical first step for documenting the anomeric 

effect in nature; nucleotide-binding enzymes are ubiquitious, providing large datasets. 

However, it is unknown whether the anomeric effect is important for catalysis of Nature’s 

other high energy substrates. An analysis of the impact of interactions on the anomeric 

effect in other substrates might necessitate a different bioinformatics strategy then was 

used here. A sufficient dataset size will require a more generalized approach with the 

study group composed of enzymes that cleave any high energy bond and the control, 

enzymes that cleave non-high energy bonds. It won’t be a trivial project but important, if 

realized, as it will demonstrate a fundamental link between catalysis of high energy bonds 

and the anomeric effect. 

 To what degree does the anomeric effect enhance rate? This work describes a 

first step toward demonstrating, experimentally, a relationship between the anomeric 

effect and rate. The kinetic analysis of our AK mutant exhibits a 100-fold decrease in 

kcat relative to wild type. Small molecule quantum studies suggest such a mutation 

would have a large impact on the anomeric effect and bond length. However an accurate 

assessment of the impact on rate will require calculation in the context of the full AK 

enzyme. The work here has established proof of concept that perturbing residues 

predicted by computation to have an impact on rate does indeed result in an 

experimentally observed rate change. However additional experiments are needed to 

precisely correlate the anomeric effect with rate. Another major unanswered question is 

how much of the total rate-enhancement from an enzyme can be attributed to the 

anomeric effect relative to other catalytic factors.  
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 Priority in addressing remaining questions. The major remaining questions fall 

broadly into two categories; 1) does the anomeric effect influence catalysis of other high 

energy bonds? and 2) for the high energy O―P bonds studied here, what is the 

relationship between the anomeric effect and rate? Of these two broad categories of 

interest, determining the impact of rate is both the most pressing question and the most 

difficult to address. Establishing the ability of the anomeric effect to impact reaction rate 

is crucial for the acceptance by the scientific community that the anomeric effect is as a 

key catalytic factor in phosphoryl transfer. The future directions presented below will 

outline the key components of this question and lay out a strategy for answering it. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Overall Rationale:  

 Our group has previously demonstrated that the anomeric effect is important in 

the ground state energetics of biologically important “high energy” phosphate 

compounds. We have shown that the environment affects the strength of these 

interactions, and that active sites are, on average, configured to modulate the anomeric 

effect to destabilize bonds broken during the reaction cycle. This research suggested here 

tests the hypothesis that enzymes do, in fact, modulate such anomeric interactions for 

catalytic effect.  

 The hypothesis tested will involve detailed studies of one model enzyme, to 

dissect the contributions of active site elements to the anomeric effect through 

calculations combined with experimental structure and kinetics of active site mutants. 

The labor required will restrict studies to a single example enzyme, but the results should 
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be generalizable to some extent in providing a first quantitative indication of the 

importance of anomeric bond destabilization in the overall catalytic picture.  

 This research requires several steps be performed in succession. First, atomic 

coordinates for the enzyme-substrate complex in key states along the reaction path must 

be determined either experimentally or computationally. These coordinates are then used 

to map the AK reaction path from ground to transition state in preparation for calculation 

of reaction rate. All of these calculations will first be performed in the wild type enzyme 

and then repeated in mutants of arginine kinase. It remains difficult to perform quantum 

mechanical calculations with accuracy sufficient to predict rate. The plan is to examine 

differences between wild-type and perturbed forms such that known shortcomings / 

systematic errors in the calculations will cancel out, making it easier to establish 

correlation between the anomeric effect and rate. 

 Aim: Determine the extent to which the anomeric effect contributes to rate-

enhancement in arginine kinase. 

 Our lab has demonstrated that an anomeric component is an important part of 

high energy bonds that can be perturbed by the environment and that nucleotide-utilizing 

enzymes are, on average, configured to enhance the anomeric effect above the solution-

state level. These analyses were performed on models of isolated substrates. A logical 

next step is to ask to what extent an enzyme can manipulate the local environment and 

thereby modulate the anomeric effect. There are no known experimental methods for 

quantitatively dissecting anomeric effects from other components to an enzyme 

mechanism. The approach proposed uses computer calculations to do this – computer 

calculations that will be cross-checked comparing the calculated and experimentally 
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measured effects of perturbations to the active site. The quantitative approach to be used 

is computation and labor-intensive, so is performed with a single model system that is 

well characterized structurally and enzymologically. 

Step 1: Define coordinates for key stuctures in the arginine kinase reaction path.   

 For both calculation of rate and for an assessment of impact of the anomeric 

effect, computational mapping of the reaction path is required. Atomic coordinates from 

protein crystal structures are often used as input data for molecular modeling studies. For 

our planned calculation of the AK reaction path, it is useful to have initial coordinates for 

key steps in the reaction, including the ground state Michaelis structure, the product 

structure and a transition state structure.  Thus the initial phase of this work concerns 

acquisition of relevant structures.  

 Initial coordinates for modeling of the transition state will be taken from the 

previously published crystal structure mimicking the transition state of the AK reaction 

determined at a particularly high resolution (1.2 Ǻ)52 with a coordinate precision of ± 

0.04 Ǻ. There is a structure for the substrate-free form but there are currently no available 

crystal structures of the ground state Michaelis complex or the product complex. 

However, as detailed below, I have made progress toward determination of these 

structures in my dissertation work.   

 Progress toward determining the Michaelis and product complex crystal 

structures. – Multiple crystallization experiments have been performed in an attempt to 

attain the Michaelis, product, and several binary complexes of arginine kinase. Hundreds 

of crystallization conditions were tested for each target complex with the use of 

commercially available screens including the Wiz I&II, Wiz III&IV screen from Emerald 
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Biosystems and the Hampton HT screen. Each screen contains 96 different crystallization 

conditions. Multiple parameters were tested in these trials including the incubation 

temperature of the crystal and the ratio of the volume of the protein drop solution to the 

volume of well solution. The different crystal incubation temperatures tested were 4°C 

and 20°C and the three different ratios of drop to well solution were tested; 1:1, 2:1 and 

1:2 drop:well respectively. 

 To capture the Michaelis complex where all ligands are bound, our strategy was 

to trap the enzyme in the pre-reaction state using an unreactive analog of either the ATP 

or arginine substrate.  Four different analogs of ATP were used as well as two analogs of 

arginine (Table 3). Several datasets were collected that resulted in structures that were 

roughly equivalent to the already-published transition state analog structure. In the 

published structure there is a planar nitrate molecule in the active site centered roughly 

between the ADP and arginine substrates.52 In datasets #11 and #9 (Table 4), there was 

also a nitrate present at that location, likely due to nitrate in the reaction buffer. It was 

found that the commercially available ATP analogs of purity < 95% resulted in crystals 

containing ADP in the active site. As binding of ADP in the active site was not observed 

with ATP analogs of > 95% purity, it is likely the ADP binding is due to impurities in the 

analog sample and not the result of hydrolysis of the analog or of phosphosphoryl transfer 

by arginine kinase.  

 Several attempts at collecting a binary complex and a product complex were also 

made. Binary complexes with an ATP bound and in the closed, reaction-ready 

conformation, could also aid us in understanding of how the ATP binds in the active site. 

To produce the product complex our intent was to create an analog of the 
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phosphoarginine product by mixing either sodium metavanadate (NaVO3) or Sodium 

orthovanadate (NO3VO4) with arginine. Vanadate ions have been used to form analogs of 

phosphorylated substrates.132,133  

Table 3. Ligands used in attempted crystallization of complexes of arginine kinase. 

 

Footnote 1. WT is wild type; R280K is the mutant AK; TSA is transition state analog; 

PNP is Adenosine 5′-(β,γ-imido)triphosphate; PCP is β,γ-Methyleneadenosine 5′-

triphosphate and ATPγS  is Adenosine 5′-[γ-thio]triphosphate. 

 Preliminary structure solutions to several of the datasets were achieved (Table 4). 

Datasets 1, 2, 3 and 5 were shown to be very similar in terms of global protein 
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conformation to the already published substrate-free form of arginine kinase134 and 

datasets 9 and 11 were shown to be similar in terms of global protein conformation and 

location of active site substrates to the published transition state analog structure.52 

Furthermore, a preliminary solution for datasets 15 and 16 indicated that the ATP analog 

(PNP) was bound in a non-productive conformation in the active site. At this stage after 

several failed attempts at attaining the desired complexes, priorities were shifted to other 

aspects of the project that were deemed more likely to succeed. However several datasets 

remain unsolved and it is possible that one of these may yield the desired structure. 

 New commercial screens from Microlytic became available after our 

crystallization experiments ended. Future experiments could make use of a these new 

screens. Alternatively there are several other commercially available additive or salt 

screens that may be of use such as the Hampton Additive Screen HT or the Hampton 

SaltRX.  

 Initial coordinates for structures along the arginine kinase reaction path can be 

generated using computation. Experience in the lab shows that the availability of a high 

resolution crystal structure with high coordinate precision is an asset in attaining an 

energy minimum that remains consistent with experimental data. However, failing 

acquisition of a Michaelis or product complex, an alternative solution is to infer starting 

coordinates by computationally substituting ATP into the active site of the model attained 

from transition state analog crystal structure and then performing an energy 

minimization.  
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Table 4. Diffraction datasets of arginine kinase-substrate complexes. An entry of “Apo” 

or “TSA” in the Result column indicates that a preliminary structure solution shows the 

dataset structure is similar in conformation and location of any ligands to the previously 

published substrate-free134 and transition state analog52 arginine kinase structures.  

 

Footnote 2. WT is wild type; R280K is the mutant AK; TSA is transition state analog; 

Apo is the substrate-free arginine kinase structure; PNP is Adenosine 5′-(β,γ-

imido)triphosphate; PCP is β,γ-Methyleneadenosine 5′-triphosphate and ATPγS  is 

Adenosine 5′-[γ-thio]triphosphate. 
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 Coordinates determined in Experiment 1 are used as input for Experiment 2, 

calculation of the arginine kinase reaction path. 

Step 2: Modeling of the arginine kinase reaction path.  

 Calculation of rate necessitates a complete model of the reaction path135 as the full 

path helps to differentiate the true transition state from other saddle points along the 

potential energy surface. Thus our next step is to calculate the full arginine kinase 

reaction path using a full quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) 

environment model.  

 Calculations of the reaction path will be performed using a model of the full 

enzyme where high level quantum mechanics is interlaced with lower level molecular 

mechanics applied to more distant regions in a hybrid approach termed “QM/MM“. Here, 

ligands and active site amino acids and waters are treated with the more accurate model 

chemistry, while the outer protein shell modeled with a simpler force field, endows the 

simulation with a more realistic electrostatic environment.  Although relatively new, 

QM/MM is becoming state-of-the art for computational treatment of enzymes. 

 In general phosphoryl transfer reactions can adopt a fully dissociative reaction 

path, fully associative or an intermediate mechanism (Figure 30). In an associative 

transition state, the transferring phosphate is covalently bound to both the phosphate 

donor and acceptor, forming a pentacovalent intermediate. For a dissociative mechanism, 

a PO3 metaphosphate intermediate is fully dissociated from both the donor and acceptor 

molecules. Creatine kinase, a close homolog of arginine kinase, has been shown to follow 

a partially associative reaction path.136 It is generally believed that the AK reaction 

reaction path is similar137, although the calculation has never been done. Thus, modeling 
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of the reaction rates will have to start with rigorous examination of each of the plausible 

transition states.  

 

Figure 30. Transition states can be dissociative, associative or a hybrid of the two. In the 

dissociative transition state, there are no bonds to the leaving group or phosphor-

acceptor, giving rise to a metaphosphate intermediate. 

 The reaction path requires definition of a reaction coordinate, generally a scalar 

function of key atomic coordinates (perhaps involved in formation or breakage of a 

covalent bond) that vary unimodally with the reaction.  The reaction path is then the full 

set of reactant, solvent and enzyme atomic coordinates, energy optimized at each point 

along the reaction coordinate. 

 Calculating rate. Once the correct ground and transition state structures are 

known, their respective enthalpies can be calculated and thus the change in enthalpy. 

Extensive free energy calculations with computationally costly molecular dynamics 

sampling of structures orthogonal to the reaction coordinate will be required to generate 

an estimate of entropy. With estimates of the change in enathalpy and entropy in hand 

ΔG°‡ can be calculated. By transition state theory the rate is: 
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  ∆‡ °/ , 

where k is the rate at Temperature, T. kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Plank’s constant,  

Δ‡G° is Gibb’s free energy of activation and R is the gas constant. 

Step 3: Comparison of experimental kinetics to calculated anomeric effects in site-

directed mutants.  

 The final ground and transition state models produced in Step 2 will be used for 

an assessment of which residues in the AK active site most influence the anomeric effect. 

These residues will be targeted for mutation both experimentally and in silico.  

 Designing mutants – Our hypothesis is that the anomeric effect is a large 

contributor to rate enhancement relative to other factors that may be involved in the AK 

mechanism. Thus, while mutations must target the anomeric effect, the experimental 

design must also take into account the potential impact of other factors on rate. Each facet 

of catalytic mechanism investigated will require a small panel of mutants tailored 

primarily to perturb that factor. Thus time and resource limitations restrain our search to 

the most likely factors contributing to catalysis in AK. The current (limited) 

understanding of the AK catalytic mechanism places electrostatic stabilization of the 

transition state as a probable factor.8 Electrostatic stabilization has in fact been trumpeted 

as the major means of catalytic rate enhancement of phosphoryl transfer and hydrolysis 

by several influential groups.46,138 It follows that any investigation of the factors 

responsible for enzyme rate enhancement must be concerned with the potential 

contribution of electrostatics.  

 Once the reaction path is known and mutations are designed that target either 

primarily the anomeric effect or primarily electrostatics, mutations will be made in silico 
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and the reaction path recalculated to determine the perturbations from each mutant to 

rate. Strong correlations between changes in experimental rates and changes in 

computationally determined rates will serve as an indicator that our calculations are 

correct.  

Step 4: Comparison of calculated and measured perturbations to the anomeric effect and 

electrostatics in AK mutants.  

 AK mutants will be engineered, expressed, purified and characterized kinetically 

by methods that are already well established in this laboratory.115 Computed magnitudes 

of the anomeric effect and of the electrostatics will be compared to experimental rates of 

reaction for evidence that either factor is correlated with reaction rates. 

 Part a: Partial activity mutants are of particular interest, because basal activity 

reduces the chance that the functional impact of mutation was through unintended 

collateral effects upon folding or structure. In addition to the R280K mutant presented in 

this dissertation, our group has previously characterized kinetically and/or structurally ten 

partially active mutants resulting from perturbation to three different active site 

locations.7,8 If the predicted impact of each mutation upon the anomeric effect is found to 

be substantial, these mutants will be used first in our assessment of the relationship 

between rate and the anomeric effect. Of the available mutants, C271A, at the site of the 

“essential” cysteine, is the most striking. Its role in electrostatic modulation of a thiolate 

had not been anticipated [46]. Much of the wild-type activity can be restored by the 

addition of chloride which binds at the position of the sulfur (thiolate) that is missing in 

the C271A mutant. This mutant may be particularly useful, because the presence or 

absence of chloride allows structurally-neutral modulation of the electrostatics at the 
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catalytic center, supporting comparisons of the predicted anomeric effect with the 

observed kinetics. 

 Part b: The AK TSA structure52 suggests some possible candidates. Four different 

arginines coordinate the β-oxygens and oxygens of the γ-phosphate analog (NO3) are 

coordinated by two arginines, an asparagine and a magnesium ion. Obvious choices for 

conservative substitutions are lysine, aspartate and glutamine that would perturb ionic / 

hydrogen bond interactions. Substitution of alternative counter-ions is another possibility. 

The investigations will be repeated until, when combining parts a & b of Step 4, there are 

at least six characterized active site variants from which correlations between activity and 

the anomeric effect or electrostatics should begin to emerge. 
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Figure 31. Enzyme-ligand interactions in the transition state analog crystal structure of 

Arginine kinase (PDB ID 1M15).52Here NO3 mimicks as the γ-phosphate group in its 

presumptive transition state position. Dotted black lines indicate path in in-line 

phosphoryl transfer. In a) interactions between active site residues or Mg2+ and the β-

phosphoryl oxygens are shown as blue dotted lines and in b) interactions with γ-oxygens 

are shown in red. Interactions with β-oxygens enhance the anomeric effect and elongate 

the scissile O―P bond. In an associative but not dissociative transition-state, 

interactions at the γ-oxygens would reduce the anomeric effect. 

Potential Outcomes:  

 There are four potential outcomes; a) both the anomeric effect and electrostatics 

are correlated with rate, b) neither factor is correlated, c) there is a correlation between 

rate and electrostatics only and d) there is only a correlation between rate and the 

anomeric effect. 
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 A correlation for both factors would indicate they may both be important for 

catalysis. It may not be possible then to differentiate the impact of each factor on 

catalysis using experiment. However in in silico mutagenesis it is often possible to 

alchemically change individual atoms such that one factor is more specifically affected. 

Such approaches are discussed in more detail in “Potential challenges”. 

 If neither factor is correlated with rate, it may be because neither factor is 

important in AK catalysis. Additional mutants may be warranted to cement conclusions 

as lack of correlation could also result from a limited dataset or mutations that cause 

collateral damage. Use of in silico mutagenesis methods again may help verify results. 

 A strong correlation with electrostatic energy but none with the anomeric effect 

would suffice as a negative result, indicating that the anomeric effect is unlikely to play 

an important role in AK catalysis. Although disproving our original hypothesis such a 

result would still be quite exciting as this study would still illuminate the origin of 

arginine kinase’s rate enhancement; electrostatics.   

 A positive correlation with the anomeric effect would support our hypothesis that 

arginine kinase functions by enhancing the anomeric effect in the ATP substrate to 

promote catalysis.  

 Nobody yet has been able to experimentally test multiple aspects of catalysis 

without running into collateral effects. If either factor is demonstrated unequivocally to 

be correlated with catalysis, then this work would serve as evidence that catalysis can be 

dissected into its contributing factors with predictions generated through high level 

modeling studies followed by thorough experimental validation.   
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Potential Challenges: 

 Calculating total energy of the ground state of the reactants is relatively trivial 

however the transition state calculations called for in the rate calculation in Step 2 can be 

difficult. The methods available for determining transition states are generally more time 

consuming, and prone to failure and starting geometries must to be far more accurate than 

for a standard ground state energy minimum.139,140 Furthermore, a calculation of rate in 

the context of a full enzyme using the QM/MM method is a major undertaking where one 

calculation could take several weeks or even in the more difficult cases, a few months. 

An easier, but less ideal compromise would be to use ground state calculations of the 

anomeric effect and rely on experiment for measures of rate.  

 Step 4, part b carries the risks that mutations will cause a complete loss of activity. 

To address this, the plan incorporates redundancy in the different amino acid types that may 

be substituted at each of several locations. For the aim to work, only a proportion has to be 

amenable to full analysis.  

 Another issue with our mutagenesis experiments could arise if all potential 

perturbations equally affect both the anomeric effect and electrostatics. In this case it may 

be possible to rely instead on in silico or “Alchemic” mutagenesis. “Alchemic” atom 

substitutions are small changes to a single atom or even just a property of an atom that 

can be performed in a computer model, if not in real life. An example of an Alchemic 

substitution would be to adjust proton affinity or charge of an atom without changing that 

atom’s size. This method has the added advantage of isolating particular affects without 

manipulating the overall structure. 

 This vision further narrows the focus to a single enzyme.  This is currently 

necessary due to the detailed, labor-intensive studies that are now needed.  Of course the 
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real interest is broader, so the hope would be that the studies of AK generate specific 

hypotheses that can be tested to further establish quantitatively the role of 

stereoelectronics in the catalysis of a wider array of important enzymes.   

 The research described here would be challenging and would require multiple 

years to complete. However, the reward would be significant; this study has the potential 

to separate out individual factors involved in rate, where computational results are 

substantiated with considerable integration of experimental data. A positive result would 

position the anomeric effect as a top contributor to enzyme mechanism and induce a 

major shift in the existing paradigm of phosphoryl transfer catalysis. 
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